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1. INTRODUCTION 

This manual was prepared by Mr. D.R. Swan, Progrannnr-Analyst,_ Mr. J.L.P. McIlhinney, 
Progranner—Analyst, and Mr. M. Krol, Systems Analyst, and approved by Mr. R.G. Boals, Head, Data 
Control Section, Hater Survey of Canada Division. It contains a detailed description of the FLOH 
magnetic tape file of historical daily discharges and also detailed instructions and an explanation of 
the conputer progrmns for the storage and retrieval of these data on the CDC CYBER 730 conputer at the 
Departnant of Energy, Hines and Resources, Ottawa. 

The Water Survey of Canada has been collecting and publishing hydrunetric data since 1908. In 

1966, it was decided to autanate hydrunetric conputations using digitizers and also to store historical 
hydranetric data on nagnetic tape. Streamflow data to 1968 were keypunched by contract using copies of 
original conputation fonns or the data publications as source docunents. Most of the input data are 
now obtained directly as card output fran the STREAM and MANUAL conputer prograns and are submitted 
annually to Ottawa by the Regions on punched cards or card images on nagnetic tape for the autunated 
preparation of camera-ready nanuscripts for the eight annual Surface Water Data Publications. The 
historical FLOW file is then updated to include these annual data along with any corrections, revisions 
or additions for earlier years. The FLOW file now contains sane 66 000 station-years of daily 
discharges to Decenber 1981 on 8 reels of tape (sane 191 million characters of data are stored at 6250 
cpi); data are stored by Region and by station number order within each Region. To facilitate the 
retrieval and publication of nnnthly and annual nnan discharges and total dam3, a TOTALS file is 

created frun the FLOH file and contains the nnnthly totals in m3/s days for all stations on one reel 
of tape. The TOTALS, PEAKS, REMARKS and HYDEX files are then used for the autunated preparation of 

canera—ready nnnuscripts for the eight Historical Streamflow Sunnnry publications which are published 
every five years. 

Historical daily, nnnthly and annual streamflow data can be.supplied to users on punched cards or 
nagnetic tape for conputer processing. This nanual also contains instructions for plotting annual 
daily discharge hydrographs using the CYBER 730 computer and CALCOMP plotter at EMR. 

The naster file fonnat was altered to handle the change in data units fran inperial to netric. 
This required nudification of conputer prograns in varying degrees. At this time additional features 
were incorporated, such as the ability of the FLOH file to flag revised data (explained in section 1.1). 

This is the forth edition of a "FLOW File Operations Manual“ and supersedes the third edition 
(1981). This will be updated as further new and inproved procedures are developed. 

1.1 Revisions 

A number of corrections or revisions have been made to previously published data. Many of these 
were required because of typographical or conputational errors which were exposed when daily discharges 
were stored on nagnetic tape and nnnthly deans were re-calculated by computer. Other errors were 
discovered or different interpretations of basic data were made during the systanatic review of 

historical streanfilow data now underway, for exanple, these revisions may have been justified because a 
nnre reliable stage—discharge relationship had been developed; also, short periods of missing records 
may have been estimated. Those stations where a systanatic' review of hydrmnetric data has been 
conducted are identified in the Surface Water Data Reference Index publication. 

All revisions, changes or additions nude to the daily values on the master data files since January 
1980, except data for the current year until it is published, will be identified by the symbol "R" 

following the value. However, to conserve space, the synbols S, T and H are used in conbination with 
an A — Manual Gauge, B — Ice Conditions or E - Estimated to indicate revisions for those days. Changes 
to only the daily synbol field will not be considered a revision. 

Detailed infonnation on revisions to historical data is available frun the appropriate Regional 
Chief.
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3. KEYPUNCHING INSTRUCTIONS 

3.l Daily Discharges in Card Fonnat Tl-lOZ 

Both current data and historical corrections are keypunched from fonn 067—2080H (3 l.l) (or 
equivalent) in the following fonnat: 

Colunn(s) Length Description 

l l code for type of data and unit: 
0 - discharges in cubic netres per second 

2 l ~ Region code: 
2 — Vancouver 3 — Calgary’ 4 - Winnipeg 
5 — Guelph 6 — Longueuil 7 — Dartnnuth 
8 - Regina 9 — Yellowknife 

3—9 7 station number, e.g. OSABOOS 
lO-lZ 3 last three digits of the year, e.g. “969"_for l969 
l3—lS 3 first three letters of the month, e.g. "JAN" for January 
16—17 2 day corresponding to the first data field, e.g. “08" for January 8 
l8-20 3 blank 
21—80 60 nuneric and/or alphabetic "free fonn“ data fields; the only pennissible 

characters are the letters A, B, E, N, R, X or an asterisk (*). 

This fonnat is identical to the one used as input to the LEVELS file and is also identical to the 
card output of daily discharges from the STREAM and MANUAL conputer progranw. 

A new card is started for each nnnth and the data for the nnnth are punched on successive cards 
working down each column of the source docunents. for a month with either full or partial records, the 
punching is started on the first day for which a figure (including a minus sign, is applicable) and/or 
a symbol is shown and punching stops on the last day of the nnnth for which a figure and/or synbol is 

shown. The data fields are punched "free fonn", without right or left justification or padding. For 
each day, the figure is punched first, then the synbol (if any) followed by a plus sign to indicate the 
end of the field. All digits (including zero) in the data field for each day are punched with the 
decimal point (if any) but cunnas or blanks are not punched. 

For nnnths which are incomplete, a plus sign is entered only for the missing days between the 
tenninal days for which there is a record. For example, if discharge values of l.23E are shown only 
for March 4, 7 and 9 enter 04 in columilG-ll, then starting in column 2l the data is entered as 
follows: l.23E+++l.23E+l.23E+ (no blanks). 

The last field on any card should not overflow column 80. Digits or letters after the last plus 
sign on that card will be ignored. Therefore, if the plus sign indicating the end of the last field 
was not entered, then the last data field nust be conpletely repunched starting in column Zl of the 
next card.



The following synbols are valid when updating the FLOW file (all other symbols will be ignored): 

manual gauge 
ice conditions 
estimated 
to indicate revised data 
for deletion of synbol only 
for deletion of both value and synbol 
for deletion of revision code 

*xzxmwza I 

All of the above synbols may appear alone in the data field followed by a plus (+) sign. Nuneric 
values in the data field may be entered alone or with synbols A, B or E. Changes to only the daily 
synbol field will not be considered a revision. 

An entire nbnth's data nay be deleted, revised or revision symbols deleted by entering 00 in 

colunns l6—ll, and X+, R+ or *+ in columns Zl—ZZ respectively. 

3.1.] Daily Data File Updating Fonn 067—2080" 

I Enwonrmnl 
Canada 
Emwonmonlal 
Carlson/anon 

Enwcnnomnrll 
Canada 

Cmolhllon do 
I‘vWBfl'W’II 

sullon numb" 
Numevo ae la “anon ~~ 

DAILY DATA FILES UPDATING 
MIS AJOUR DES FICHIERS DE DDIIINEES OUDTIDIENNES 

smion n-me/Nom no la iIIDn 

TROUT CREEK AT LDCKWOOD'S RANCH 

Coal-w Innrucliom/lnslrucfions sul Ia :odage 
SYMBDII/Syrnlmles AWJauge manuullc 
a - Ic- canaIIIOHI/Cundmons des qlacns 
n. my (W.L. onlwaIls (vaau a'nau seulemam) 

Type of means/Type na donn‘e 

1 - canunuuion In mg/L 
Concnnlnlion en mg/L 

9 . 

w.L. In lnonundnu ol menu veau En mllliemes a: mine: 
W,L. In hunnv-dlru of mum; vcau en :enllhmes an mane; 
-T-mpeuluu In Culliul 
Temperature en Celsius 

Chavllage a: Iona en lonnes 

E- Esllmlled/Esllmalll 
N - Dune symbol only/Sunnvlmel symbom seme- 

mlnl 
s - sediment sample collecleu Inna-y 

Ecnanllllon vvdlevé en <2 mm 
x - Dllela value I- nymnol [Suppllmel valeulsymnole 

Rlllou coon/Codes an reglons 
I . 

z - Vulcan-er a - Dllchuil in m3/n 
Deuilen "13/: a-calgzry 

I - WInniDGs 
5 - Gullph 
s . Longueuil 
7 - DIHIIIDLIUI 
I - Ragin- 
, . Vellowknll: 

la! and only Valeuvs exubmcs uncles ~ 
~~~~~ 

Station numbav 
Numdm no la slallon 

K-\ 113‘ 
2 4 5 6 7 s 9 

HI 6i0i31AiC olol7l 
Cone: toy mm mu .nn/m mln. aany luraml lay 
me yur m mnaua nerlod.

~ 

D-y/Jouv 

3- Bulb mu. Ind min. In valId 
H- Muimum only in ulln 
L- Mlnlmum only II and 
N- Nam-u mu. no. mln. u ulifl 
x- Delete any nvevlomly uneven con- 
Codes aes valauu analldlnnne: “name: vallda! 
pom l'annee ou la ballads normale. 
3- Max. el mIn. valldes 
H- Mal. vallae seulemnnl 
L- Mln. vallae seulemenl 
N- Mix. cl mm. non valida: 
x- Sunnvlmeu loul cod: um Inecrit 
Nun: Innlcala i1 dlwhuge nmlonl wlll nlcllllln. I new llflImlnl lam IlllinD- 

lnmquev SI In lemmns on detail obllgelom a mu mumhcalmns au numb": 0: tonnes 
ac mal-eyes solides. 

REMARKS/REMARQUES 

JI Prepared by/Pvepue D" Dale 

“New”, (02,“, "296 WATER RESOURCES BRANCH/DIRECYION DES Hessounces EN EAU



3.l.2 Drun Card for the Packed Fonnat ll—l02 

Colunn(s) Length Punches 

l l 0—) (Slash “/") 
2-4 3 l2 (+ sign) 
5—6 Z 12-] (letter A) 
1—l2 6 12 (+ sign) 

13—15 3 12—] (letter A) 
16—17 2 blank 
l8 1 ll (— sign) 
19—20 2 12 . (+ sign) 
21-80 60 blank. 

Thus using this drun card all the infonnation in the first 15 columns including the year and the 
month is duplicated autunatically. Only the day of the nonth nust by keypunched manually. 

3.2 Valid Extrene Codes in Card Fonnat 74—103 

Valid extrane codes for incomplete years or inconplete standard periods or complete years with 
bracketed means stored as daily discharges are keypunched frun fonn 067—2080H in the following fonnat: 

Colunn(s) Length Description 

I 1 type of record (0 for discharges) 
Z 1 Region code, 2 to 8 
3—9 7 station nunber, e.g. 03A6007 

10 1 blank 
11—14 4 year, e.g. l977 
15 1 blank 
l6 l valid extrane code for an inconplete year or an inconplete standard period or 

a conplete year with bracketed neans: 
L — only the minimum is to appear in the sunnary 
H — only the maximun is to appear in the sunnary 
B — both the mininum and the maximun are to appear 

in the sunnary 
X - the original entry was incorrect and the L, H 

or B is to be deleted 
17-80 64 blank. 

3.2.1 Drun Card for the Valid Extrene Codes in Fonnat 74—103 

Column(s) Length Punches 

l l O—l (slash "/")., 
2 1 l2 (+ sign) 
3—4 2 blank 
5-6 2 1 

7—9 3 blank a 

10 I ll (— sign) 
11-14 4 blank 
15 I ll (— sign) 
16 l 1 

ll l ll » (— sign) 
18-80 63 12 (+ sign). 

Thus using this drun card the type of data and the Region code in colunns l and 2 are autonatically 
duplicated, columns 10, 15 and l7 to 80 are automatically skipped and alphabetic characters will be 
entered in colunns 5, 6 and 16 without suppressing the ALPHA key._ 

- 5 _
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4. FILE SPECIFICATIONS 

This is the master file (fonnat 19-600) containing historical daily discharges in cubic netres per 
second on magnetic tape. The historical data to 1964 were keypunched onto cards fran the Surface Water 
Data publications. Fran 1965 to 1970 the data were keypunched onto cards frun R79's or equivalent. 
Subsequent data will usually be obtained in card fonnat 79—102 fran the STREAM or the MANUAL conputer 
prograns in the Regional Offices. If the volume of data is significant, each Regional Office will 
store the card images on a tape and send the tape to Ottawa for processing. 

The historical FLOW tape file for all of Canada is contained on nine 9—track, 6250 bpi tapes with a 

blocking factor of 15, i.e. 4500 characters per block. Hith the inclusion of 1981 data, the historical 
FLOW file contains approximately 759 000 station4nonths of data with an annual growth of approximately 
5%. 

The letter "b" in all record descriptions represents a blank. All records except the "Padding" 
records are nunbered sequentially in positions 295-300 starting at 1 for the "Tape Header“ record. The 
five record fonnats which describe the master file (fonnat 79-600) are described below. 

4.1 Record Descriptions 

4.1.1 Tape Header Record (Fonnat 75—401) 

There is only one per reel and it is always the first record on the tape. 

Position(s) Length Description 

1—12 12 “OOOHDOOOOObb" 
13-16 4 "bbbl" 
17—24 8 blank 
25-32 8 “FILEDEHR” 
33-44 12 file number, e.g. "—NSC-4201—b1" 
45—52 8 “bbSERIAL” 
53-54 2 blank 
55—58 4 always "9999“ 
59—61 3 blank 
62—67 6 hank of the progran that created the tape, e.g. "UPDFLO" 
68 l blank 
69-79 11 date on which the tape was written, in the fonn: (first 3 letters of the 

unnth)-(day)-(year), e.g. “JANb31b1983" for January 31, 1983 
80—81 2 blank 
82—99 18 range of station nunbers, e.g. “01AE003bTOb01HN124” 
100—288 189 blank 
289—294 6 date on which tape was written, in the fonn: 

289—290 Year (last two digits) 
291—292 Month (nuneric) 
293-294 Day 

295—300 6 record sequence nunber, "bbbbbl".



4.1.2 Data Record (Tape Fonnat 79-501) 

This tape fonnat is designed to store one unnth of daily discharges per record. The nnnthly total 
discharge and the first day of occurrence of both the minimun and naximun daily discharges for that 
month are also stored. 

Position(s) Length Description 

l l Region code: 
2 — Vancouver 3 — Calgary 4 - Winnipeg 
5 — Guelph 6 - Longueuil 7 - Dartnnuth 
8 - Regina 9 - Yellowknife

' 

2—8 7 station nunber, e.g. 01ABOO3 
9—11 3 year, e.g. “982" for 1982 
12—13 2 nonth, e.g.«“10" for October or "bl" for July 
14-15 2 type of data, e.g. "bl" for daily discharges 
16 1 status code 
17 1 month code, a digit l—B .

. 

18 l valid extrane code desired within an inconplete year or inconplete standard 
period or a conplete period with bracketed neans in the publications; only the 
synbols L, H, B and blank are allowed as follows: 

blank — the HYDEX file may contain the standard 
period and the valid extrene code 

L — only the minimun is to appear in the 
sunnary 

H - only the nuxinum is to appear in the 
sunnary 

B - both the mininum and the maximun are to 
appear in the smnnary 

19—21 3 blank 
_ 

v
. 

22 l revision code will contain an R if at least one daily value has been revised 
otherwise blank 

23—24 2 blank (not used at this tine) 
25-272 248 31 8—digit fields for daily figures and synbol codes 
273-284 12 nnnthly total in m3/s-days 
285-286 2 day on which the minimun daily discharge first occurred for this unnth 
287—288 2 day on which the naximun daily discharge first occurred for this month 
289—294 6 date on which this record was last updated in the fonn: 

289—290 Year (last two digits) 
291-292 Honth (nuneric) 
293—294 Day 

295-300 6 sequence number of this record. 

The HONTH code in position 17 is as follows: 

l, 2, 3, 4 for an inconplete_nnnth of 28, 29, 30, 31 days respectively. 
5, 6 7, 8 for a conplete unnth of 28, 29, 30, 31 days respectively. 

The DAILY figures and codes in positions 25—272 are as follows: 

characters 1-6: daily dischages in tk, right justified with leading blanks. in Fortran F—type 
fonnat (to be read as F6 0). The decinal point, if present, is stored as a 
character.



character 7 : figure code as follows: 

1 for no data 
2 for a figure with no decimal (includes "0") 
3 for a figure with one decimal place 
4 for a figure with two decimal places 
5 for a figure with three decimal places 
9 for a deleted figure and synbol. This occurs only on 

a correction tape. 

character 8 : synbol code as follows: 

1 for no value and synbol R for revised since January l980 
A for Manual Gauge S for revised (and Manual Gauge) 
8 for Ice Conditions T for revised (and Ice Conditions) 
E for Estimated H for revised (and Estinated) 

The MONTHLY TOTAL in positions 273-284 is stored in Fortran F-type fonnat as Fl2 3 with leading 
blanks. The decimal point is always stored in position 28l. 

4.l.3 End-of—Data Record (Tape Fonnat 75-404) 

There is only one per reel and it follows the last "Data" record (79—501). 

Position(s) Length Description 

l-l2 l2 "999119999999" 
l3—288 276 blank 

289-294 6 date on which the tape was written in the fonn: 
289-290 Year (last two digits) 
29l-293 Month (nuneric) 
293—294 Day 

295—300 6 record sequence nunber 

4.l.d Tape Trailer Record (Fonnat 75-403) 

There is only one per reel and it follows the “End—of-Data“ record (15-404). 

Position(s) Length Description 

1-12 12 "OOOTROOOOObb" 
13-16 4 “bbb9” 
17-288 272 blank 

289-294 6 date on which the tape was written in the fonn: 
289—290 Year (last two digits) 
29l—293 Month (numeric) 
293-294 Day 

295—300 6 record sequence number



V 

4.1.5 Padding Record (Tape Fonnat 75-405) 

These records follow the "Tape Traiier" record (75—403) and are used if it is necessary to pad the 
last tape block to 4500 characters (15 records). 

Position(s) Length Description 

1—12 12 "999229999999" 
13-288 276 blank 

289—300 12 "999999999999"



5. FILE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

This section will explain the functions of the file naintenance progrmns and utilities. Data can 
be stored on the FLOH master file in four steps: CARD—TO—TAPE, SORT (utility), EDIT and UPDATE. These 
progrmns and utilities can be run individually or as one conplete job submission. When these four 
steps have been conpleted the data will reside on either the FLOH master file or the FLOW publication 
file. 

To facilitate rapid processing of a large amount of data it is advantageous to submit each job 
individually following successful conpletion of the previous job. In this fashion it is possible to 
run each job with a smaller time limit and thus have than cunpleted during prime time, rather than one 
long job with a large tine limit, which would not be processed until the evening shift. 

Occasion may arise when data for a certain station number on the "aster file has to be unved or 
renamed under a different station number. When this occurs the HOVE—and—DELETE progrmn may be used 
along with the SORT and UPDATE to produce a new master file. 

Other programs covered in this section are RETDAT and SYHCHK. 

Each program and utility is described in detail giving the program description, the canputer 
control card setup, and the quality control checks. 

All FORTRAN and COBOL source progrmns and object nodules of all COBOL prograns covered in this 
nanual are stored on disk on Indirect Pennenant Files (IPF). The IPF facility allows unre efficient 
use of disk space and greater ease for modifying and updating programs. 

All the programs covered in this manual are stored on the following IPF's: 

Source programs: Pennenant file nan»: FLOH, ID = SOURCE 
COBOL object nndules: Pennenant file nann: fLON, ID = OBJECT 

Object nmdules of FORTRAN prograns are stored in a library using the EDITLIB utility. This library 
has the pennanent file nane fLON, ID = METLIB. 

5.1 CARD—to—TAPE Program 

The purpose of this progran is to read BO—character records containing daily discharge data (in 

card fonnat 71—102) and create a tape. The progran converts the 3—character nnnth field to a 2—digit 
nuneric nnnth field, to be used in the SORT utility. If the nnnth is not valid the record is written 
to the output tape but the nnnth assigned is 00. The core required is 35 000 octal words of central 

nmhnry and the time to process one thousand cards or card images is eight (8) seconds. The input can 
be either punched cards or card inuges blocked l on tape. The output is an 80—character record, 
blocked lO, and can be either on tape or on disk. The last block of the output file is padded to fill 
the block, in the fonn "9999219999" and seventy blanks for each record. 

5.l.l Control Card Set-up 

K2000,CM50000,P2,TlOO,NTl. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. CARD—TO—TAPE 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
REQUEST(TAPEl,PE,S,SV,EB,VSN=XXXXXX,NORING) See Note 1 

REQUEST,TAPE2,SN. See Note 2 

ATTACH(LIB,FLON,ID=HETLIB,HR=l) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
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CARD. 
CATALOG,TAPE2,ID=DATA,0R=INFINITE,RP=30. See Note 2 
7/8/9 v nulti—punch in col. l 

DATE JUN 30 1983 See Note 3 
HSC—lOOO—Sl 9999 See Note 4 

DATA CARDS ARE INCLUDED HERE IF REQUIRED 
6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

Note l: 

Note 2: 

Note 3: 

Note 4: 

"Request" card. This card is required only if there is_an unlabelled input tape. “XXXX” is 

the visual reel nunber to be mounted.
' 

The REQUEST,TAPE2,SN. card reserves space on disk. After the CARD—TO-TAPE Program has 
finished execution, the output file (TAPEZ) is saved on disk for 30 days ready for input to 
the SORT utility.

‘ 

Standard "Date" card. When input is card inuges on tape, column 2l nust be any non—zero 
nuneric character, usually 1. 

"Output File Identification" card. 
"NSC-lOOO—" is the file identification. 

"ST" is the file sequence nunber. This nust be greater than 
50 for files which are to be sorted. 

“9999" Serial number printed on progran listings. (see 
Quality Control Checks). 

5.1.2 Quality Control Checks 

Fran page one of the program listing conpare the following: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The date printed on the output to the date on the "Date" card. 

The listing header file EHR-WSC—lOOO—Sl serial 9999 to the "Output File Identification“ card. 
The letters EHR are supplied by the conputer progran. : 

The number of stations processed to the number of station numbers printed. . 

The total nunber of cards processed to the nunber of cards or card images supplied as input“ 

To find the nunber of cards processed for a particular station, after the first, substract the 
previous number of cards fran the accumulated total. In the following example the first two 
stations are from Region 8, Regina, and the last two are from Region 6, Montreal. 

805M3006 85 
DOSBFDDS 87 
60203007 102 
60203003 124 

For station nunber 0201007 the number of cards is 102?87=15. 

For station number OSHBOOB the nunber of cards is 86. 

On the last page of the progran listing there should be the nessage “*END OF RUN*". If this 
nnssage is not present, check the dayfile for the control card or systah errors. 
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5.2 SORT Utility 

The card images after being processed by the CARD-to—TAPE progrmn are sorted on a l5—character 
field which contains a l—character Region code, a l—character station number, a 3—character year, a 
Z-character nnnth and a Z-character day. After sorting, the card inuges are in sequential order by 
Region number, station number, year, nnnth and day respectively. The core required is 40 000 octal 
words of central nannry and the time to sort one thousand card inages is five seconds. The sorted 
output can now be used by the EDIT program. When the input for the CARD—to-TAPE progran is fran one of 
the Regions, the sorted output tape should be saved as it nay contain two types of data, i.e. daily 
discharge and/or water levels. 

5.2.l Control Card Set-up 

K2001.CH60000,P2,TlOO. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. SORT 
HOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH,TAPE2,ID=DATA,HR=1. See Note 1 

REQUEST,TAPE3,SN. See Note 2 
FILE(TAPE2,RT=F,BT=C,F0=SQ,FL=80,CM=YES) 
FILE(TAPE3,RT=F,BT=C,F0=SQ,FL=80,CH=YES) 
SORTMRG. 
CATALOG,TAPE3,ID=DATA,0R=INFINITE,RP=30. See Note 2 
7/8/9 nulti-punch in col. 1 

SORT See Note 3 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE2(C),0UTPUT=TAPE3(R). See Note 4 
FIELD,IDENT(2,lS,DISPLAY) See Note 5 
KEY,IDENT(A.DISPLAY) See Note 6 
EQUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) See Note 7 

END See Note 8 
6/7/8/9 nulti-punch in col. 1 

Note 1: The ATTACH card attaches the input file fran disk created by Step 1, CARD-to-TAPE Progran. 

Note 2: The REQUEST,TAPE3,SN. card reserves space on disk for output. When the SORT is finished 
the output file (TAPES) is catalogued and saved on disk for 30 days ready for input to the 
EDIT progran. 

Note 3: "SORT" control card. This directive is required to specify the kind of sort only or 
sortAnerge processing. 

SORT,VAR=type 
type=DISK is for nass storage sort/nerge processing and is the default if nothing is 
specified. 

Note 4: "File" control card. A "File" directive is required to specify all input and output files 
to be used during a sortflnerge run. 

FILE.type=nane(action),nane(action),type=nmne(action) 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE2(C),0UTPUT=TAPE3(R) 
type File type identifier, all files of a particular type oust be specified. 
INPUT Sort input files 
MERGE Merge input files 
OUTPUT Sort merge output file 
nane File nane of l to 7 characters 
action Specifies systan action to be perfonned after file processing is conplete 

C Close the file 
R Rewind the file 
U Unload the file 
N No action is to be taken 
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Note 5: 

Note 6: 

“Field control card. The "Field" directive defines all potential sort key fields within 
logical records that can be sorted and/or merged during a sort/nerge run. At least one 
"Field" directive nust be included in a sortAnerge run; but there is not practical limit 
on the nwnber of sort keys or "Field" directives that can be specified for. a single 
sortAnerge run. 

Any sort key can be defined or referenced more than once during a single sort/nerge run 
providing a new keynane is specified each time the sort key is defined. 

The user also may change the collating sequence of a sort key according to the 
requiranents of any number of runs within a sort/nerge job. He sinply changes the "Key" 
directive reference for each run. 

Sort keys of an individual record can be written in different coding fonnats; however, 
when sort key codes are mixed, the records containing them nust be read in binary. 

FIELD,keynmne(start,length,code,sign),keynane(...) 
FIELD,IDENT(2,l5,DISPLAY) 

keynane Mane assigned by user to a sort key; any number of letters and digits. The_ 
first seven characters nust be unique and at least one nust be alphabetic. 

start Starting position of the sort key as follows: 
byte Byte number in the record in which the sort key first appears. 
.bit Bit number within the first byte in which the sort key first 

appears. The systan assmnes a value of one for an unspecified byte 
position. 

byte.bit conbination of the byte number and the number of the first bit within 
that byte in which the sort key first appears. 

length Length of the sort key as follows: 
nbytes Number of bytes in sort key. If integer or floating point code is 

specified, the length parmneter nust be equivalent to 60 bits. 
nbytes. Conbination of the nunber of bytes and the nunber of bits contained 
nbits in the sort key. A "." is required to separate the specifications. 

If integer or floating point code is specified, the length paraneter 
must be equivalent to 60 bits. » 

code Sort key code identifier as follows: 
DISPLAY Internal display code 
FLOAT Floating point data 

‘ INTBCD Internal BCD code 
INTEGER Fixed point integer data 
LOGICAL Unsigned integer data (assuned by systun if parameter is anitted) 

sign Optical paraneter, valid only for sort keys containing character coded nuneric 
data. Indicates the sign represented by an overpunch on the lower order 
character of the sort key. 

"Key" control card. the "Key" directive is required to specify the order and collating 
sequence of l to 100 sort keys for a sort/nerge run. . 

KEY,keynahe(order,colseq),keynane(...) 
KEY,IDENT(A,DISPLAY) 
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Note 1: 

Note 8: 

The left and right parentheses are required as shown for this direction; therefore, they 
may not be used in other positions. 

keynane Nana assigned to sort key; it nust be specified in the "Field" directive. 
order Specified the order in which keys are to be sorted and merged. 

A = ascending order (assuned if paraneter is mnitted) 
D = descending order 

colseq Mane of user specified collating sequence defined in the "Sequence" directive 
or one of the following standard collating sequence identifiers. These 
standard collating sequences are presented in Appendix B of the SORT/MERGE 
reference nnnual. 
ASC116 6—bit ASCII collating sequence 
COBOL6 6-bit COBOL collating sequence 
DISPLAY Internal display collating sequence 
INTBCD Internal 8CD collating sequence 

If a collating sequence is not specified, the systun assuned the 6-bit COBOL collating 
sequence for 6-bit character coded keys and the 8-bit ASCII collating sequence for 8-bit 

character coded keys. These default collating sequences can be replaced and respecified 

with an alternate collating sequence using the "Sequence" directive. 

"Equate" control card. The "Equate" directive specifies two or nnre characters already in 

the collating sequence as equal for comparison purposes. 

EOUATE,colseq(c,c,c,c)(c,c,...) 
EQUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 

colseq Collating sequence: 
Nana of a user collating sequence specified in the "Sequence" directive. 6—BIT 

or 8-BIT default specifications appearing in the "Sequence" directive. One of 
the standard collating sequence identifiers: 
ASCII6 6—bit ASCII collating sequence 
COBOL6 6—bit COBOL collating sequence 
DISPLAY Internal display collating sequence 
INTBCD Internal BCD collating sequence 

c Characters to be equated. The collating value of the list of characters 
specified within the parentheses is equal to the value of the last character 
specified in the list. These characters also can be listed by their card code 
punch or equivalent two or three digit octal nunber. 

"End" control card. this card tenninates the control cards to the sort/merge and nust 
appear as the last sorthnerge control card. 

5.2.2 Quality Control Checks 

The dayfile will contain a count of the total records sorted and the total output records, these 

figures should Hatch. These totals will equal the number of cards read by the CARD-to-TAPE progran 

plus one "Header" record, one "End—of—Oata" record and one "Trailer" record. Also the file will have 

been padded to fill the last block and give a record count that is a nultiple of lo. 
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5.3 EDIT Progrmn - EDTFLO 

This progran reads the sorted card innge output file written by the SORT progrmn and creates an 
edit file in nuin file fonnat of Boo-character records, blocked l5. The Region code, station nunber, 
year, month, day and the data fields are all checked in the following manner: 

a) the Region code nust be a nunnric digit from 2 to 9 inclusive. 

b) The station nunber must contain 2 digits, followed by 2 alphabetic characters, followed by 3 
digits. 

c) The year must fall in the range from 1800 to the current year. 

d) The nnnth nust not contain "00“ since the nnnth was checked by the CARD-to—TAPE progran which 
inserts “00" for an invalid nnnth. 

e) The day may have the value "00" or a value between 1 and the number of days in the month. If 

the value of the day is "00" then position Zl nust contain either of the synbols "X", “*", or 
"R" followed by a "+“ sign. 

Any errors found in these above4nentioned fields will cause the entire card or card inage to be 
rejected. If daily discharge data are entered for nnre than the correct number of days for that nnnth, 
for exanple 3l days for September, the extra days are ignored and this is not considered to be an error. 

Each daily discharge value nust not be longer than 6 digits, including the decimal point and/or 
minus sign, if present. If a field has nnre than 6 digits, the extra digits are dropped one at a tine 
frun the right until only 6 digits ranain. This is not considered to be an error. Negative values 
must have a "—“ sign in front of the first valid digit, or decimal point, if present. . 

There nust be no inbedded blanks. Each daily discharge value is followed by a plus sign (+), and 
the last value entered on a card nust be followed by a plus sign to be conplete on that card. The 
daily values are rounded to 3 significant figures but not nnre than 3 decimal places. If the figure 
following the last significant figure is exactly 5, it is rounded up to the next digit, e.g. 6885 = 

6890 and 0.0005 = 0.001. Values of zero are written on the output tape as "0“ even if entered as 
"0.0", "0.00" or "0.000". 

If synbols are entered, only the following characters may be used: 

nanual gauge 
ice conditions 
estimated 
revised data 
deletion of an existing revision code 
deletion of an existing synbol 
deletion of both value and synbol X2 

X-ZJI'HUI)

I 

More than one symbol nay be entered for any one day but only the last one encountered will be 
written onto the edited output file. Further, if a discharge is revised but the synbol is valid, then 
both the discharge value and the synbol nust be subnitted as a correction. Therefore, a synbol nay be 
added or revised without altering the discharge, but a revision to a discharge nust include the synbol, 
if applicable. 

Synbols entered by themselves (i e. without a daily discharge value) are translated to a numeric 
code by the EDIT progran so as to signal the UPDATE progran to perfonn the required action. Synbol 
codes of A, B or E are translated to 3, 4 or 5 resp.; symbol code N is translated to 9 in the synbol 
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code field and a synbol code of X is translated to a 9 in both the synbol and figure code fields; 
symbols R and * remain unchanged. So that the Update progran will detect these special codes, the 
status code of any record containing synbol codes of *,R,3,4,5, or 9 is set to 2. 

There can be any nunber of records for the sane station, year, month and day. These are counted as 
duplications rather than errors, but only one record per nnnth, containing the last daily discharge 
data read, is written onto the edited output file. On the output file, 8 positions are reserved for 
each daily value. The first 6 positions contain the daily discharge including the minus sign and/or 
decimal point if present. 

The 7th position is a figure code set as a result of the editing (see section 4.1.2 for 
description). 

The 8th position is a synbol code set as a result of the editing as follows: 

indicates no data for that day 
manual gauge 
ice conditions 
estimated 
addition of the synbol R to indicate revised data 
addition of synbol A to existing value 
addition of synbol B to existing value 
addition of synbol E to existing value 

9 — deletion of value and/or synbol 
* - deletion of revision code 
blank - no footnote 

wawzmwztd

l 

The first day on which the nfinimun and nuximun daily discharges occur is stored in the output 
record. The nnnthly total is stored showing a decimal point and three decimal places, as Fl2.3. 

A month code is generated and stored on the output tape as follows: 

1 - 28 day inconplete nnnth 5 — 28 day conplete nnnth 
2 - 29 day inconplete nunth 6 - 29 day conplete nnnth 
3 — 30 day inconplete month 7 — 30 day conplete nnnth 
4 - 31 day inconplete nnnth 8 - 3l day conplete nonth 

0n reading the "End-of—Data" record, frun the sorted input file the progran writes onto the edited 
output file an "End—of-Data“ record, a "Trailer" record and "Padding" records as required. 

To nnnitor the execution of the EDIT Progran 4 types of control pages are produced. These pages 
are further discussed in the Quality Control Checks section 5.3.2. 

The output tape can be dunped onto the print file if there is a "l" punched in column 22 of the 
"Date" card. A station-year in this context neans the data collected for one station during one year 
only. This could be an inconplete year. 
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5.3 l Control Card Set—up 

K2002,CH70000,P2,T200. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. F-EDIT 
MOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAME,AHD. 
ATTACH,TAPE3,ID=DATA,HR=l. - See Note l 

REQUEST,TAPEA,SN. See Note 2 
ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=l). 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
EDTFLO. 
CATALOG,TAPE4,ID=DATA,HR=l,RP=30. See Note 2 
7/8/9 nulti-punch in col. l 

DATE JUN 30 l983 See Note 3 
A03HSC-lOOD—08 9999 See Note 4 
JOANSC—llOl—OB 9999 See Note 5 
6/7/8/9 nmlti—punch in col. 1 

Note l: The "ATTACH" card attaches the input file frun disk created by the SORT utility. 

Note 2: The "REQUEST" card reserves space on disk for output. When the EDIT progran is finished 
execution, the output file (TAPEA) is catalogued and saved on disk for 30 days, ready for 
input to the UPDATE progran. 

Note 3: Standard "Date" card. If a printed copy of the output file is desired, then punch a numeric 
character (1-9) in colunn 22 of the "Date" card. 

Note 4: "Input File Identification" card. 
A Input. 
03 Unit nunber for the file called TAPE3. 
HSC—lOOO—OB Tape label of the sorted card images. 
“9999" The visual reel number to be "hunted. 

Note 5: "Output File Identification" card. 
J Output. 
04 Unit number for the file named TAPE4 
HSC—llOl Tape label of the output file 
08 One more than current master sequence nunber. 
"9999“ Reel nunber. These figures will be printed in the tape sunnary. 

5.3.2 Quality Control Checks 

The dayfile should be checked for fatal system errors. 

The EDIT progran listing is made up of four types of control pages. 

The first control page will indicate any problans with the “File Identification“.control cards and 
if no errors are found a "N0 ERRORS" nessage is printed. Errors will cause the job to tenninate and 
the return code associated with the error will be listed in the tape sunnary. 

The second control page contains a Region listing and sunnary. A sample Region listing as shown on 
the following page indicates a range of errors that nay occur at some time uhile running the EDIT 
progran. 
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EDTFLO PAGE 
(1000- WATER SURVEY OF CANADA JUN H 1983 

STATION RECORD NO. OF NO. OF 
NUMBER COUNT HONTHS YEARS ERROR DIAGNOSTICS 

DISTRICT NO. 2 VANCOUVER. B.C. 

IDENT ERROR QZO7EEOOB179 310 
FIELD ERROR QZO7EE008979 101 0.001Q0.00ZE+0.0033 0.000A+ 
IDENT ERROR OZOTEE008979 230 
DUPLICATION ERROR 0207EE008979 “20 10.04 

O7EE008 3 2 1 1 DUPLICATION ERRORS 2 IDENTIFICATION ERRORS 1 FIELD ERRORS H ERROR CARDS 
INVALID PLUS SIGN 0207EE009979 101 100"200"300"400"500' 

07EE°09 3 0 2 0 DUPLICATION ERRORS 0 IDENTIFICATION ERRORS 0 FIELD ERRORS 1 ERROR CARDS 
07FC005 5 2 3 NO ERRORS 

SUMMARY FOR THE DISTRICT 
3 STATIONS 
3 STATION-YEARS 
D STATION-MONTHS 

The left side of the sanple listing gives the station number, the record sequence of the last data 
record output for that station, as well as the accunulative nunber of nnnths and years of data. 

The right side of the sanple listing gives the error diagnostics for each station processed. Error 
diagnostics precede each line giving the station number, record count, etc. If no errors were detected 
for a given station, then the nessage "N0 ERRORS“ will be printed on the same line as the station 
number, otherwise a sunnary of the errors detected for that station is printed. Detailed descriptions 
of each error nessage follow. 

Identification Errors: 

An identification error indicates an error in columns 2—20 inclusive of the input card. If this 
type of error occurs, the data fields on this card are ignored. This type of error originates frun an 
invalid district number (not between 2 and 9), or invalid station number (not between OlAAOOl and 
9922999), or invalid year (less than lBOO or greater than the current year), or invalid nnnth or 
invalid day. Note that the nnnth code is set to zero if it was found erroneous by the CARD-to-TAPE 
progran. 

Field Errors: 

Field errors can occur fran either an illegal daily discharge value, such as lAZ, or an invalid 

synbol, such as P. The only valid synbols are A, B, E, N, X, R and *. The daily discharge value nust 
appear first if one is present and followed by the synbol. Each daily discharge value cannot exceed 6 
digits including the decimal point and minus sign. If nnre than 6 digits are entered with a decimal 
point the least significant digits after the decimal point are dropped until only 6 digits rennin. If 

more than one synbol is punched, such as A8, the program will use the last synbol, B in this case. 

Duplication Error: 

_ 

If data for any day appear on nnre than one card each subsequent occurrence of any data for that 
day will cause the number of duplications to increase by one. The following two cards are an exanple 
of this: 

0202R8014972FEBTS T70+180+l90+2003+2108+230E+25IE+ 
QZOZRBOT4972FEBTS l70+180+l90+2008+21OB+230E+250E+260+270+300+ 
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l_____i 

An error was nude while punching the daily data for the seventh day on the first card. A second card 
was punched but the first one was not ranoved so that the same six valid days appeared on both cards. 
Thus the EDIT progran will detect six duplications and one field error. When the first card was read 

the data for the six valid days, February 15 to February 20, would be stored correctly but there would 

be nothing stored for February 21 because of the field error. The data frun the second card for 

February l5 to February 20 would then be stored over that fran the first card and all ranaining data on 

this card would be stored for February 2l to February 24. 

Invalid Plus Sign: 

The EDIT progrmn scans each card for the presence of a valid "plus" sign. If the program does not 

find a valid "plus" sign on any given card, the nessage “Invalid Plus Sign" is printed along with the 

contents of the card and the data fields for that card are ignored. To allow for translation of code 

when going frun 9-track to l-track tapes and vice versa, the following are considered as valid "plus" 

signs: lZ-punch, l2—8—6 punch, ll—3—8 punch, ll—8—6 punch and a 0—8—7 punch. More than one type of 

"plus" sign is allowed on one given card. 

Undetected Errors: 

More than 6 digits for a daily discharge will cause the least significant digit(s) to be dropped 

until only 6 remain. This value is then rounded according to the rule for significant figures as 

described in the nanual of “Hydranetric Data Conputation and Publication Procedures" except for figures 

below lOO nfils (see section 5.3). Thus if a plus sign is missing between two discharges such as ll20 

and llSO, these are recognized by the progran as ll20ll50, the 50 is dropped and the value llZOll is 

rounded to ll2000 m3/s. But the number of days of data has been reduced by one so that this nnnth 

will be inconplete and one daily discharge will be much larger than the others. 

The day of the nnnth for only the first daily discharge is punched on the card. The EDIT progrmn 

assunes that this date is correct and thus if it is wrong, data can be lost. For exanple, if the day 

for Harch was entered as the 24th but should have been the 20th, the program would only expect data for 

eight days but there could be twelve daily discharges on the card. Thus the program will edit only the 

first eight values on this card and disregard the rest. 

The third type of control page contains a job sunnary for all regions edited. This sunnary 

indicates the total nunber of stations, station-years, station4nonths and non—discharge cards. 

The fourth type of control page is the Tape sunnary pape which gives infonnation about the input 

and output files. The following infonnation is given by the tape sunnary: 

TAPE: each input or output tape is identified by the letters A, B or J, i.e. A and B are always 

input tapes, J will always by the output tape. 

UNIT: a unit number is assigned corresponding to the tape nunber, i.e. TAPE3 has a unit number 

of 3. 

FILE: indicates the internal label nunber of the tape. 

RECORDS ON FILE: indicates the actual nunber of data records on the tape. 

RECORDS PROCESSED: indicates the total nunber of records processed which include the Header, 

Trailer and End of Data records, therefore the number of records processed will always be 3 greater 

than the nunber of records on file. 

I/O FAULTS: indicates the total umber of parity errors encountered during I/O operations for a 

specified tape. 

TYPE:STATUS:ERROR: are nuneric codes which indicate the status of the tape file when execution has 

conpleted. See section 8.1 for interpretation. 
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5.4 UPDATE Progran - UPDFLO 

The UPDATE progrmn updates the historical FLOH file or annual FLOH file according to the revisions, 
additions and/or deletions on the edited tape or disk file. Input and output records are both 300 by 
15. Updating is controlled by neans of control cards. The core required is 60 000 octal words of 
central nennry, and the processing time is 6 seconds for every l000 records on the "aster input file 
plus 5 seconds for every 1000 records on the input EDIT file. Update is controlled by nnans of control 
cards. The principle updating control cards indicate the following: 

(a) which of the two input types takes precedence 

(b) whether or not this is a correction run, i.e. addition of annual data plus historical 
corrections to the master file 

(c) whether all or just one Region is being updated 

(d) whether this is to be a revision run, i.e. all stations updated or added will contain a 
revision code in the synbol field; or if this is a nonnal run, i.e. no revision codes added. 

The "output file identification“ card indicates the range of stations to be included on the output 
tape. Besides updating the daily discharges this progrmn also inserts, changes or deletes the valid 
extrene codes as keypunched in card fonnat 74—l03. 

The UPDATE progran will replace any data on the old "aster with data found on the edit or annual 
tape for the same Region, station, year and nnnth. The date used on the new record will be the run 
date if the code "1" is used on the “Updating Control" card. Any record on the input EDIT file which 
contains a "9" in the synbol field or just a synbol with no corresponding value on the nain file will 
be dropped, unless the code "C" on the priority control cards indicates this is a corrections run then 
these records will be retained. The progran recomputes the nnnth code, the nnnthly total and the 
minimun and maximun for each month which is updated, and resets the status code to "l". 

The overall updating process consists of decoding the identification of each data record fran each 
of the two input files, conparing the identification of both records, and updating the two data records 
if they coincide. Records that do not coincide i.e. new data being added, are sinply stored in a work 
buffer and transferred to the output file after the date and sequence number of the record have been 
re—calculated. Records that coincide are decoded, updated, and the total, minimun, naximun and nnnth 
code are recalculated. 

All data records transferred to the output file are of status l, i.e. they do not contain synbol 
codes of 3, 4, 5, *, R or 9. When data records of status 2 are encountered on the input files, they 
are either updated with a corresponding record on the alternate input file or dropped if no 
corresponding data record is found. All data records which are updated are converted to status 1, i.e. 
the operations signalled by symbol codes of 3, 4, 5, *, R or 9 are perfonned. If in one given data 
record of status 2 for which a corresponding record exists and the corresponding daily fields are not 
found for fields whose synbol codes are 3, 4, 5, *, R or 9, then only these daily fields are dropped 
(i.e. synbol fields of 3, 4, 5, *, R or 9 replaced by a l or 2 code) and the data record is transferred 
to the output file, provided of course that sane valid daily fields still exist on that record. 
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5.4.l Control Card Set-up 

K2003,CH70000,P2,T500,GE3. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. F—UPDATE . MOUNT ,VSN=EMR107 , SN=AHD . » 

SETNAHE,AHD. 
LABEL(TAPE4,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,N=EB,D=GE,VSN=ERXXXX) See Note 1 

LABEL(TAPES,R,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,N=EB,D=GE,VSN=ERXXXX) See Note 2 

LABEL(IAPE6,H,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,N=EB,D=GE,T=XXX) See Note 3 

ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=1) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
UPDFLO. 
7/8/9 

nmlti—punch in col. l 

CONTROL CARDS ARE INCLUDED HERE (see following examples) 

6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

Note l: "Label" card for the input file created by the EDIT progran, containing additions and/or 

corrections. 
In "any cases when the UPDATE progran is being run by itself, the output file created by 

the EDIT progran (TAPEA) will have been saved on disk if the file is not too large. In 

this case, the tape request paraneter on the job card is changed frun 6E3 to 6E2 and the 

"LABEL" card is replaced with the following: 
ATTACH,IAPE4,ID=DATA,HR=l. 

Note 2: "Label" card for the input file to be updated. . “XXXX” is the visual reel nunber. 

Note 3: "Label" card for the output file. 
T=XXX is the retention period, one to three digits. 

Progran control cards, for each requirement, i.e. Historical Update, Annual Update and corrections, 

are described below and are inserted in the Control Card set-up where indicated. 

a) EXAHPLE l CORRECTING AN EDITED TAPE 

DATE JUN 30 1983 
9 

standard "Date" card 

AOBOC . 

See Note 4 

AOSHSC—BZOl—Ol XXXX See Note 5 

804HSC—llOl—08 XXXX See Note 6 

JOGHSC-SZOl—09 9999 0lAA001-99ZZ999 See Note 7 

0305C3003 l970 8 
999922999 

Note 4: "Priority" control card 
"A080" priority detennined by the original date on each record. 
"C" a correction run and all Regions will be updated. 
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Note 5: "Input File Identification“ card. 
"A05" file nanE "TAPES" 
"NSC—320l-07" tape lable of old naster file to be updated 
"XXXX" visual reel number (Note 2). 

Note 6: "Input File Identification" card 
"804" file hank "TAPE4" 
"HSC—llOl—OB“ tape label of edit file containing corrections 
"XXXX" visual reel nunber (Note I) 

Note 7: "Output File Identification“ card 
"306" file name "TAPES" 
“NSC-3201-09" tape label of corrected output file 
“9999" reference digits; any four 
"01AA00l—9922999" station range to be corrected. 

b) EXAMPLE 2 UPDATING THE ANNUAL FILE 

DATE JUNE 30 l983 standard "Date" card 
AOBT See Note 8 
AOSHSC—lZOl-Ol XXXX See Note 9 
BOAHSC—TTOT—OB XXXX See Note 10 
JO6HSC—TZOl—08 9999 OlAAOOl—99ZZ999 See Note 11 
QSOZBFOTO 1973 L See Note 12 
999922999 See Note 12 

Note 8: "Priority" control card. 
“A031” input file with header card prefix "B" and priority “1" takes 

precedence. (Edited corrections file) 

Note 9: "Input File Indentification" card. 
"A05" file nane "TAPES" 
HSC-lZOl—Ol" tape lable of old annual FLOH file 
“XXXX” visual reel number (Note 2) 

Note l0: "Input File Identification" card. 
"804" file name “TAPEd” 
"NSC-llOl—OB“ tape label of corrected edit file 
"XXXX" visual reel nunber (Note 1) 

Note ll: "Output File Identification" card 
"J06" file nane "TAPE6" 
"HSC—lZOl-OB" tape lable of new annual FLOH file 

Generation increased by one from seven to eight 
"9999" reference digits 
“OlAAOOl-99ZZ999" station range 

Note 12: The fonnat for the "Valid Extrene" card(s) is given in section 3.2 under Keypunching 
Instructions. If for example a valid extrene code of B is to be changed to H it is only 
necessary to keypunch a card with the new code of H. It is not necessary to first delete 
the B and then add the H in the next run. These "Valid Extrene" cards must be in 
ascending order by Region, station number and year. 

A type of record code of 9 with a Region code of 9 and a station number of 9922999 is used 
to nurk the end of this set of cards. If this last card is missing the job will abort 
before updating. 
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c) EXAHPLE 3 A REVISION RUN UPDATING THE HISTORICAL FILE CONTAINING ONE DISTRICT 

DATE JUN 30 1983 Standard "Date" card 
A081 3 R See Note 13 
AOSHSC-3201—26 XXXX See Note 14 
BOdHSC—TZOT-OB XXXX See Note 15 
JOSHSC—3201—27 9999 OTAAOOOT—OBMH134 See Note 16 
03063A017 1942 8 
999922999 

Note 13: "Priority" controT card 
“A031” corrections tape has priority. "81“ indicates priority tape 
"3" specific Region to.be updated 
"R" The synboT R in coTunn 21 wi11 indicate a revision run. During a 

revision run a revision code is inserted in the synbo1 fie1d for a11 

dai1y va1ues being added or updated. 

Note 14: “Input Fi1e Identification“ card 
“A05” fi1e nane "TAPES" 
"HSC—3201-26" tape 1abe1 of 01d historicaT FLOW fi1e 
"XXXX" visua1 ree1 number (Note 2) 

Note 15: - "Input Fi1e Identification" card 
"904" fi1e naned "TAPE4" 
“HSC—TZOT—OB“ tape 1abe1 of annua1 FLOW fi1e used to update 
“XXXX” visua1 ree1 number (Note 1) 

Note 16: "Output Fi1e Identification" card 
"306“ fi1e nannd "TAPES", output 
"HSC- tape 1abe1 (Hater Survey of Canada) 
"3201—" "3“ nuneric Region identifier 

"2“ nuneric FLOW fi1e identifier 
“01" number of ree1s in the specified Region 

“27" if you add fifty to the nunber then it shows up to what year you have 
stored on fi1e. 

"9999" ’ 

refernce digits 
“01AA001—08HH134“ station range 

5.4.2 QuaTity Contro1 Checks 

Check the dayfi1e for fataT systan errors. The "Priority" contro1 card and a11 "Fi1e 
Identification“ cards are printed on page one of the progrmn 1isting. There are nessages associated 
with the different "Priority" controT cards used. The “Fi1e Identification" cards are printed and 
checked; if correct a "No Errors“ nessage is printed and processing continues, if they are incorrect 
processing tenninates and the tape sunnary page is printed with condition codes printed in the errors 
coTunn. These codes are interpreted in section 8.1 Tape Sunnary Codes of this pubTication. 

If processing continues the UPDATE progran wi11 check the "Va1id Extrane“ card or cards to ensure 
the va1idity of the region, station—number, year and vaTid extrane code. These cards nust a1so 1ie in 
ascending order by region, station—number and year. If any errors occur the card is rejected and an 
error nessage is printed under the heading "INCOMPLETE YEARS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE CODE". 

InnediateTy foT1owing this Tisting the UPDATE progrmn wi11 print a period—of—record Sunnary which 
contains one Tine per station indicating the years fran 1900 on which are missing, partia1, partia1 
with revisions, coiete or coiete with revisions and the cunuTative nunber of records for that 
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station. If there are valid extreme codes for any of the partial years in that period—of-record a line 
is printed inmediately after this line with the valid extreme code under the appropriate year. If 

there are any years containing data before 1900 a warning message is printed after this line which 
indicates the nunber of station-months before 1900. 

After the period—of—record sunnary, a sunnary page is printed which indicates under a separate 

colunn for each region the total nunber of conplete-months, inconplete-months, years before 1900, 

complete—years, inconplete-years and stations. The last colum contains the total for all regions. 

The Tape sunnary page follows the sunmary page and contains the error codes as outlined in 

section 5.3.2 Quality Control Checks for the EDIT program. 

A sanple listing of a conplete update run as shown below indicates a range of errors that may occur 
while running this program. 

UPDFLO PAGE 5 

(5201-31ll1101-27) HATER SURVEY OF CANADA JUN 30 1983 

SUIHARV OF DISCHARGE RECORDS 

OUTPUT 1 1 I l 1 1 I 1 1 

TAPE 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
RECORD 0 1 Z 3 Q 5 6 7 8 STATION 
COUNT 0123‘ 56789 01236 56789 01235 56789 01236 56789 01236 56759 01236 56789 01236 56789 01236 56789 01236 NO. DIST. 

11356 -..-- ----- ................. .. ......... ----- ----- .-..- ----- _---- ..pcc ccccc ccccc cc-no ozapooz cuEL. 

11‘30 ......... -..-- ..--- __--- -.... --..- _---- ---.- ----- --..- ----- ----- ..... -pccc cccp- ——-o 025F003 suEL. 

11956 ----- ---—- ---------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ................... ----- ----- ......... cc--. ozasnoh GUEL. 

11113 .................................................. .. ........................... 1c--. ozapoog GUEL.
L 

11197 ........ -..-. ----_ ............................. ----_ ----- ......... --_.. ---.- cc-—o ozasoog GUEL. 

11,01 ......... -_--- -___- ............................ -- ..._- ----- ------------------- -e—-o 023F001 GUEL.
L 

11523 ......... ----- ----- .............................. -_--- --_-- _---- ----- ---- --- ZC-ct 028F003 GUEL. 

1153§ -.._- -_--- ---_- -.--- ----- _—... ----- _.- ———————————— ----- ----- ................... -p—ct 025F009 GUEL. 

12998 CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CC--‘ OZCADOI GUEL- 
NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN NNNNN INNNN NNNNN NM 

480 STATION-FONTHS BEFORE 1900 

13129 --—-- --—-- ........................................................... -pccc ccccc cc-uo ozc‘ooz GUEL.
B 

13194 --------- --—-- ---—- ------------------------ -znnn n1--- -zzzz llzlc ccccc ccccc CCCCC CC--0 ozc3001 GUEL-
M 

13100 ---------- ----— ----- ---------------------------- - pcccc ccccc ccccc CCP-- ---------- ----~ ozcaooz GUEL.
L 

1371c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- lC--' 02C8003 GUEL- 

13763 --------------- pcccv ------------------------------------------------------------ ----' OZCCOOZ GUEL-
4 

13715 ................... p p ----------------------------------------------------------- ----' 0262003 GUEL- 

11135 ------------------- pcnnc REQRR nenwc RRRRR RRDRR RRRRR z ----------------------------- ----' OZCCOOb GUEL-
H 

14610 ---------------------------------------- --21n Rana: RRRRR CCCCR RRRRR Rcccc ccccc CCCCC :C--' 0ZCC005 GUEL-
H 

UPDFLO PAGE 35 
(SZDI-BIlIIIOI-27) HATER SURVEV OF CANADA JUN 30 I983 

VANCOUVER CALGARY HINNIPEG GUELPH HONTREAL HALIFAX REGINA VELLOIKNIFE TOTAL 
COMPLETE mourns 127576 121916 
INCDHPLETE mourns 1535 1535 
mourns asrnns 1900(INCLUDED ABOVE) 1135 1.35 
CDIPLETE YEARS 9969 9999 
INCOHPLETE VEAIS 1959 1~oo 
STATIONS 509 see 

UPDFLD 9155 36 
(5201-31111101-21) HATER sunvev as CANADA JUN 30 1903 

nzcunos neconos 1/0 
11»: UNIT 0 F115 REEL t on FILE PROCESSED o FAULTS rvve STATUS ERROR o 511110": c 

INPUT 1 5 - wsc-szo1-31 9999 0 129319 12931s - o 3 3 o 9 - 0 

1nvu1 a a o wsc-1101-27 9999 o s s o o 3 3 o o - - 

OUTPUT J o o wsc-szo1-31 9999 - 129311 129314 0 o o 3 o - DZAADOl-OhIEDDl 9 

END n: TARE LIST 

9 END OF RUN ' -24-



Two types of warning messages can appear within the sunnary. These messages are as follows: 

T. HARNING *** RECORD OF STATUS 2 HAS DROPPED FOR STATION xxxxxxx YEAR yyyy MONTH hm 

where xxxxxxx is the station number, yyyy is the year and mn is the nnnth. This indicates that a 

record containing synbol codes of 3,4,5, *, R or 9 was encountered and no corresponding record for the 

same station nnnth was encountered on the alternate input file. In such a case the entire record is 

dropped. 

2. DISTRICT n STATION xxxxxxx YEAR yyyy CODE 0F 2 HAS NOT BEEN UPDATED 

where n is the Region number, xxxxxxx is the station nunber, yyyy is the year and z is the inconplete 

year code. This nessage indicates that the specified inconplete year code was not updated because the 
corresponding record was not encountered on either of the input files. 

5.5 nglete Job Suhnission 

Control decks can be prepared to produce a combination of all 4 steps described in the preceding 

paragraphs. Files produced are in naster file fonnat (300—character records blocked 15) and can be 

listed for validity checking by the DAYFLO progrmn. A Provisional (Dailies) listing of either the 

entire file or all corrections after a specified date can be printed. The retrieval section of this 

manual describes the DAYFLO progran control cards required to print either the entire file or only the 

corrections. 

5.5.l Control Card Set-up to Produce an Edit File 

K2004,CH70000,P2,TlOOO,NTl. 
ACCOUNT,xxxxx. FLow C-T—T,SORT,EDIT 
MOUNT,VSN=EHRTOT,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH(LIB,FLOH.ID=HETLIB,HR=T) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
CARD. 
FILE(TAPE2,RT=F,BT=C,FO=SO,FL=80,CH=YES) 
FILE(TAPE3,RT=F,BT=C,FO=SQ.FL=80,CH=YES) 
SORTHRG. 
LABEL(TAPE4,w,L=NISTFLow,E=s,x=sv,D=PE,N=EB,T=XXX) 
FILE,TAPE3,RT=F,BT=C,FL=800,CH=YES. 
EDTFLO. 
7/8/9/ 
DATE JUN 30 l983 

wsc-Tooo—se 9999 
DATA CARDS OF CORRECTIONS ARE INCLUDED HERE 

7/8/9 
SORT 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE2(C),OUTPUT=TAPE3(R). 
FIELD,IDENT(2,l5,DISPLAY) 
KEY,IDENT(A,DISPLAY) 
EOUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 
END 
7/8/9 
DATE JUN 30 1983 
A03HSC—l000—08 9999 
Joawsc—TTOT—oa 9999 
6/7/8/9 

nulti-punch in col. l 

standard "Date" card 
See CARD—to—TAPE notes 

nulti—punch in col. l 

See SORT prograh notes 
See SORT program notes 
See SORT progran notes 
See SORT progran notes 
See SORT.progran notes 
See SORT progran notes 
nulti—punch in col.l 
standard "Date" card 
See EDIT progran notes 

. See EDIT progran notes 
nulti—punch in col. 1 
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5.5.2 Control Card Set-up to Update a File 

K2004,CH70000,P2,T1000,GE2 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOH C—T-T,SORT,EDIT,UPDATE 
MOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=1) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
CARD. 
FILE(TAPE2,RT=F,BK=C,FO=SQ,FL=80,CH=YES) 
FILE(TAPE3,RT=F,BT=C,F0=SQ,FL=80,CH=YES) 
SORTHRG. 
FILE,TAPE3,RT=F,BT=C,FL=800,CH=YES. 
EDTFLO. 
LABEL(TAPE5,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=E 
LABEL(TAPE6,R,L=HISTFLON,E=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=E 
UPDFLO. 
7/8/9 
DATE JUN 30 1983 

HSC-1000—59-9999 

DATA CARDS OF CORRECTIONS ARE INCLUDED HERE 

7/8/9 
SORT 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE2(C),0UTPUT=TAPE3(R). 
FIELD,IDENT(2,15,DISPLAY) 
KEY,IDENT(A,DISPLAY) 
EOUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 
END 
7/8/9/ 
DATE JUN 30 1983 
A03HSC-1000-08—9999 
J04HSC—1101—08 9999 
7/8/9 
DATE JUN 30 1983 
A080 
AOSWSC-BZOT-OT XXXX 
BOdHSC—1101—08 9999 
J06NSC—3201-08 8888 01AA001—99ZZ999 
99921999 
6/7/8/9 
ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=1) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
LABEL,TAPE3,R,L=HISTFLOH,F 
LABEL,TAPE4,N,L=HISTFLON,F 
DELFLO. 
7/8/9 
DATE JUN 30 1983 
A03HSC-4201—31 
JO4HSC—3201-31 
67106 04 020A003 JAN 01 1965 DEC 31 1965 N 
61105 06 1OEC001 JAN 1950 MAR 1956 O1EA002 
99999 
6/7/8/9 

,VSN=E S,X=SV,D GE,N 
S X=SV D GE.N ,VSN=E 

EB 
EB 3 I 

RXXXX) 
RXXXX) 

nulti—punch in col. l 

standard "Date" card 

nulti—punch in col. 1 

See SORT progrmn notes 
See SORT progran notes 
See SORT progrmn notes 
See SORT progran notes 
See SORT progran notes 
See SORT progran notes 
nulti—punch in col. 1 

standard "Date" card 
See EDIT progran notes 
See EDIT progran notes 
nulti-punch in col. 1 

standard "Date" card 
See UPDATE progran notes 
See UPDATE progran notes 
See UPDATE program notes 
See UPDATE program notes 
See UPDATE progran notes 
nulti—punch in col. 1 

RXXXX. 
RXXXX. 

Input tape 
Output tape 

nulti—punch in col. 1 

standard "Date" card 
"Input File Identification" card 
“Output File Identification" card 
See Notes 1 and 2 
See Notes 1 and 3 
See Note 4 
nulti—punch in col. l 
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Note 1: 

Note 2: 

Colunn(s) 

LOGO-d 

10—16 
17 
18-28 

29 
30—40 

41 
42 
43—44 
45 

46-80 

There are two types of input cards to this progran: the "Move and Delete" card (67105) 
and the "Move or Delete" card (67106). The "Move and Delete" card (67105) is used when 

, nndifications £6 the identification (i e. Region, station number, year or nnnth) of a 
"Data" record(s) are to be perfonned while "nnving" the "Data" record(s) fran the input 
file to the output file and when the existing "Data" record(s) are to be deleted. With 
this card, the program will generate record(s) under the new identification and will 
generate a delete record for each record under the old identification. The "Move or 
Delete“ card (67106) is used when only one action is to be taken, i.e. a "Data" record(s) 
is to be "nnved" (with or without nndifications to the synbol fields or Region code) fran 
the input file to the output file, or a delete record(s) is to be generted on the output 
file with the sane identification as the record(s) on the input file. 

These cards are as follows: 

“Hove or Delete“ card (67106) 

Description 

nunbers "67106" 
blank 
Region nunber of the station on the input file which is to be "nnved" or "deleted" 
blank 
station nunber of the station on the input file which is to be “nnved” or "deleted" 
blank . 

beginning date fran which data on the input file are to be "unved" or "deleted", in 
the fonn HONTH—DAY~YEAR, e.g. JAN 01 1973 
blank ‘ 

ending date to which data on the input file are to be "nnved" or "deleted", in the 
fonn MONTH—DAY—YEAR, e.g. JAN 30 1973 
blank 
one of the synbols A,B,E,N,X or blank 
blank 
only used when "moving" a "Data" record(s) frun one Region to another; it contains the 
Region number that the old "Data" record(s) is to be "nnved" to 
blank 

Columns 1—5 nust always contain the digits "67106". Columns 8—16 identify the data on the input 
file and nust always be present; all other columns are optional. If the "frun—to" dates are not 
specified in colunms 18-28 or 30-40, the progran will supply its own "fran—to" dates which will be that 
of the first and last data records found on the input files for the station specified in colunns 8-16. 
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5.5.3 Control Card Modifications 

When the input for the CARD—to—TAPE progran is on tape a "Request" card nust be inserted after the 
"Attach" card for the CARD—to—TAPE progrmn and a nuneric character nust be punched in colunn 2T of the 
first "Date" card. The tape request parameter of the "Job" card nust be nodified according to the 
density of the input tape. A file card, describing the input file on tape may be required. 

The intennediate files passed fran the CARD-to—TAPE program to the SORT and between the EDIT 
progrmn and the UPDATE progrmn are on disk and exist only while the job is executing. The output frun 
the SORT may be on tape or disk at the discretion of the user. 

All control cards are described in detail in the single job descriptions. 

5.5.4 Quality Control Checks 

Quality control checks are carried out in sequence as described in the quality control checks for 
the individual jobs. 

5.6 HOVE—and—DELETE Program — DELFLO 

This progran reads the nain file and prepares a tape which will delete and/or move all or part of a 

station fran the main file. Data under one station number can also be written under another station 
number. In this instance, records are also written which will delete the data under the original 
station nunber, and the tape nust be sorted before being used as input to the UPDATE progrmn which 
actually perfonns the deletions. 

The "Move or Delete" control card, type 67l06, contains the “fran” and "to" dates for which data 
are to be deleted or noved. This control card also allows the symbol code to be changed for a 
specified period. The two dates are checked for validity and nessages are printed if an error is 

found. If no dates are punched in the card the lowest possible and highest possible dates are supplied 
by the progrmn and a nossage is printed to that effect. The progran then reads the input tape until 
the station number requested is found. A nnssage is printed if the station number is not found on 
tape. The figure and synbol codes are set to "9" if data are to be deleted and the status code is set 
to "2". But if only the synbol code is to be changed then only the synbol code is altered and the 

status code is set to "2". Several synbol changes, noves or deletions can be perfonned on one station 
in a single run. A separate control card is required for each range of dates. 

The “Hove and Delete" control card, type 67l05, contains the frun and to dates of the data to be 
noved, the new station number under which the data are to appear and the date the data is to begin 
under the new station number. Again the dates are checked for validity, and nessages printed if an 

error is found, or if the lowest and highest dates possible are supplied by the progran. If the third 
date is not punched on the card, the program uses the date fran the tape record. As with the "Delete" 
control card, the progran reads the input tape until the requested station number and date are found. 

Messages are printed if it is not on the tape and the progrmn then reads the next control card. Two 
records are written for each "Data" record on the input tape, the first containing the new station 
nunber, with the ranainder of the record unaltered, and the second record using the old station nunber 
adds a status code of "2" with figure and synbol codes set to "9". Using this control card, the output 
tape nust be sorted before being used as input to the UPDATE progran. 

5.6.1 Control Card Set-up 

K2005,CH70000.P2,Tl00,GE2. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. F-DELFLO. 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
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F_____w 
The symbol in column 42 of this card controls the nude of operation of the progran and is as 

follows: 

Note 3: 

Colunn(s) 

we

9 
10—16 
17 
18-25 

26 
27—34 

35 
36—42 
43 
44-51 

52 
53—54 

55-80 

blank 

A, B or E 

“Hove 

— the records specified in colunns 8—40 will be copied onto the output file 
with delete codes in the figure and synbol fields for those days between 
the "fran" date in colunns 18-28 and the "to" date in colunns 30—40. 

— the records specified in colunns 8—40 will be copied onto the output file 
exactly as found on the input file, unless a new Region code is indicated 
in colunn AS in which case the Region code will be changed. 

— the records specified in columns 8—40 will be copied to the output file 
with a "no symbol“ code in the synbol field for those days between the 
"fran" date in colunns 18—28 and the "to" date in columns 30-40. If the 
synbol field being delete indicated revised data i.e. symbols R, S, T, and 
N; then the synbol field will be replaced with an R. 

the records specified in colunns 8—40 will be copied to the output file 
with a code for the symbol A, B or E inserted in the synbol field for 
those days between the "frun" date in columns 18—28 and the "to" date in 

columns 30—40. If the previous synbol field indicated revised data then 
the synbol S, l or H will be inserted accordingly. 

and Delete“ card (67105) 

Description 

nunbers "67105" 
blank 
Region number of the station on the input file for which delete records are to be 
generated 
blank 
station number on the input file for which delete records are to be generated 
blank 
beginning or "fran" date from which data on the input file are to be "deleted", in the 

v fonh "month—year", e.g. JAN 1950 
blank 
ending or "to" date up to which data on the input file are to be "deleted", in the 
fonn "month—year", e.g. HAR l956 
blank 
new station nunber under which the data are to be copied on the output tape 
blank 
date that the first "Data" record on the output file is to have, in the form 
“unnth—year", e.g. JAN l95l 
blank 
only used when nnving a "Data" record(s) fran one region to another; it contains the 
region number that the old "Data" record(s) is to be moved to 
blank 

Colunns l-S nust always contain the digits "67l05". Columns 8-16 identify the data on the input 
file and nust always be present. The "fran" and "to"_dates specified in columns lBTZS and 27-34 are 
optional. If these are omitted, the progran will supply its own dates which will be that of the first 
and last records found on the input file for the station specified in colunns 8-l6. 
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Columns 36—42 identify the data on the output file and nest always be present. The "frun" date 
specified in columns 44-51 is optional. If it is omitted, the program will assune that the data are to 
be copied with the sane dates as found on the input file. If specified, the nenth nust be the sane as 
that specified in the “fran” date (columns 18—20) and the year nust be greater than that specified in 

the "to" date (colunns 31-34) so that the nnnth codes will ranain correct and the output file will not 
contain both a data and a deletion record for the sane station4nonth. 

Note 4: A card containing 9's in colunns 1—5 is used to mark the end of the data and should always 
be inserted as the last data card. Quitting this card will cause an abnonnal tennination. 

5.6.2 Exanples for the "Move 9; Delete“ card 

(a) Copying all records for a given station: 

67106 2 08LBOO1 X 
All records for station 08LBOOl under Region 2 will be copied to the output file, exactly 
as found on the input file. 

(b) Copying only sone of the records for a given station: 

67106 2 08L8001 JAN 01 1960 JUN 30 1960 X 
or 67106 2 08LBOO1 JAN 15 1960 JUN 15 1960 X 

The two cards above will produce the same results since the snellest unit copied is one 
record (i.e. one conplete nenth). All records that fall between January and June, 1960 
for station 08LBOOl under Region 2 will be copied onto the output file. 

(c) Copying records for a given station with sone nedifications to the synbol fields: 

67106 2 08LBOOl JAN 01 1960 MAR 18 l960 B 

All records that fall between January and March, 1960 for station 08LBOOl under Region 2 
will be copied to the output file with a code for the symbol "8" inserted in the synbol 
field for those days between January 1, 1960 and March 18, 1960. 

(d) Copying records for a given station under a new Region nunber: 

67106 2 08LBOO1 X 3 

All records found on the input file under Region 2 for station 08LBOOl will be copied to 
the output file under Region 3. 

(e) Deleting all records for a given station: 

67106 2 08LBOOl 

The progrmn will generate "Delete" records for all records found on the input file under Region 
2 for station 08LBOOl. A "Delete" record is a "Data" record with all the figure and synbol 
codes equal to 9. 

(f) Deleting only sane of the records for a given station: 

67106 2 08L8001 JAN 01 1960 DEC 31 1965



The program will generate "Delete" records for all those records that fall between January 
1, 1960 and Decenber 31, 1965 for station 08LBOOl under Region 2. 

(g) Deleting part of a record for a given station: 

67016 2 08L8001 JAN 01 1960 JAN 15 1960 

The progrmn will generate delete codes, figure and symbol codes of 9, for those days 
beween January 1, 1960 and January 15, 1960 for station 08L8001 under Region 2. The 
ranaining data fields for that record will be copied as found on the input file. 

5.6.3 Exanples for the "Move and Delete“ card: 

(a) Changing the station number: 

67105 2 OlECOOl 01EC002 

All records found on the input file under Region 2 for station 01EC001 will be copied onto 
the output file under station number OlECOOZ and delete records will be generated for 
station OlECOOl. 

(b) .Changing the date of the records: 

67105 2 OlECOOl JAN 1960 DEC 1960 OlECOOl JAN 1961 

All records found on the input file under Region 2 for station OlECOOl for 1960 will.be 
copied to the output file with the year as 1961 and delete records will be generated for 
1960. 

5.6.4 Quality Control Checks 

This progran prints out the standard input and output file identification infonnation. The output 
file will be of type 6 (output file in sequence) and have a status code of 3 if the job ran 
successfully. All control cards are printed out and are innediately followed by an error nessage if an 
error is found in the fonnat nunber in colunns 1-5. If the "fronFto“ dates were not specified on these 
cards, the progran will supply its own dates and print out an infonnative nessage after each control 
card to show that it has done so. 

If only the “Move 9; Delete" card (67106) is used, the output file can be used innediately as input 
into the FLON UPDATE progran provided that the output file is created in Region and station number 
sequence. If the output is not in sequence or if the "Hove and Delete“ card (67105) is used to 
nnnipulate nnre than one record (i.e more than one nnnth of data), then the output file oust be sorted 
before it can be used as input into the FLOW UPDATE progran. It is to be noted here that with the 
"Move ang_pelete“ card (67105), the progrwn nanipulates one record at a time and hence a "Delete" 
record follows each new data record generated. Thus the output file will have to be sorted when using 
the "Move and Delete" card (67105). 

If the output file is to be sorted, then the file should be assigned a generation nunber greater 
than 50 (e g. NSC-TZOl—Sl) to indicate to the FLOW UPDATE progran that the file has been sorted and 
that the "Tape Trailer" record follows innediately after the "Tape Header" record. 

The sort is done on the first thirteen characters of each record (Region number; station number, 
year and nnnth). The sort can be run separately or can follow innediately after the MOVE—and-DELETE 
progran. If both programs are run sinultaneously, then the output file from the MOVE-and—DELETE 
progran can be a disk file; only the input file and the output fran the SORT need to be on tape. The 
deck set—ups for the SORT,run separately and conbined with the HOVE—and—DELETE progran follow: 
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5.6.5 Deck Set—up for a Main FiTe SORT 

K2006,CH70000,P2,1100,6E2. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW MAIN FILE SORT 
LABEL,TAPE4,R,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. 
LABEL,TAPE5,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,T=XXX. 
FILE(TAPE4,R1=F,F0=SQ,BT=K,FL=300,RB=15,HRL=300,HBL=4500,BFS=460) 
FILE(TAPE5,RT=F,F0=SQ,BT=K,FL=300,RB=15,HRL=300,HBL=4500,BFS=460) 
SORTHRG. 
7/8/9 nuTti—punch in col. 1 

SORT See Note 2 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE4(C),OUTPUT=TAPE5(C) See Note 3 
FIELD,IDENT(1,13,DISPLAY) See Note 4 
KEY,IDENT(A,DISPLAY) See Note 5 
EQUATE,DISPLAY( .0) See Note 6 
END "End of Sort" card 
6/7/8/9 nuTti—punch in col. 1 

5.6.6 Deck Set-up for the HOVE-ggQ—DELETE program with SORT 

K2007,CH70000,P2,1100,6E1. 
ACCOUN1,XXXXX. FLOH MOVE—AND-DELETE HITH SORT 
HOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=1) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
LABEL,TAPE3,R,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. 
DELFLO. 
UNLOAD,TAPE3. 
LABEL,1APE5,H,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,T=XXX. 
FILE(TAPE4,R1=F,F0=SQ,BT=K,FL=300,RB=15,HRL=300,HBL=4500,BFS=460) 
FILE(TAPE5,RT=F,F0=SQ,BT=K,FL=300.RB=15,HRL=300,HBL=4500,BFS=460) 
SORTHRG 
7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. 1 

DATE JUN 30 1983 standard "Date" card 
A03HSC-7201—31 “Input File Identification“ card 
JO4HSC-6201-81 See Note 1 

67106 07 OZDA003 JAN 01 1965 DEC 31 1965 N 
67105 06 01ECOO1 JAN 01 0950 MAR 1956 10EC001 
99999 
7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. 1 

SORT See Note 2 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE4(C),0UTPUT=TAPE5(R). See Note 3 
FIELD,IDENT(1,13,DISPLAY) See Note 4 
KEY,IDENT(A,DISPLAY) See Note 5 
EQUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) See Note 6 
END “End of SORT“ card 
6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in ca]. 1



-W, a,,_,- - 

Note l: The output file frun the MOVE—and-DELETE progran is assigned a generation number greater 
than 50 (Bl in this exanple) to indicate to the FLOH UPDATE progran that the file has been 
sorted (i.e. the "Tape Trailer“ record follows the "Tape Header“ record). 

Note 2: The SORTHRG utility progrmn can be used to sort a file(s) or nerge two or nnre files. In 
this run it is used to sort a file (TAPE4). 

Note 3: TAPEd is the output file frun the HOVE—and—DELETE program and the input to the SORT 
progrmn. It does not have to be a physical tape reel when the HOVE~and—DELETE progran and 
the SORT progran are run sinultaneously. TAPE4 is the sort input file. TAPES is the output 
file frun the SORT progran. It is EBCOIC recorded, 6250 bpi density with a block size of 
4500 characters. The records for both the input file and the output file of the SORT 
progrmn have a fixed length (300 characters per record). 

Note 4: The sort is perfonned on a lB—character field of each BOO-character record. 

Note 5: The sort is done in ascending order, with a character nnde key starting in position l of 
each record and ending in position l3. 

Note 6: The standard collating sequence for DISPLAY in ascending order is the letters A to Z, the 
digits 0 to 9, sane special characters, the blank and finally the ranainder of the special 
characters. With the EOUATE directive in this sort the blank character is assigned the sane 
sequence as the zero. 

5.7 RETDAT Progran 

This progrmn is used to help detennine which station—years have recently been updated in order to 
bring listings up—to-date for both Ottawa and the regions. 

The progran compares the date at position 289—294 of the naster file with a 6 digit date read in as 
input to the progran. 

If the date on the naster file is on or after the requested date, the program will list the region, 
station nunber, year and date last updated. 

A list of revised stations may be retrieved by adding an "R" in colunn 7 of the input. 

In addition to the listing a corresponding list of “500] input cards for each station-year listed 
will be stored on disk. These cards are in the proper fonnat ready for input to the historical listing 
program HISFLO (section 6.2). 

Generally the RETDAT progran will be run for each regional tape. As each tape is processed the 
list of NSCOl input cards stored on disk are added to and sorted in assending order by region, station 
nunber and year. When all the regional tapes have been processed a complete list of NSCOl input cards 
will be stored on disk ready for input to the flow listing program. 
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5.7.l Control Card Set-up 

ICPXX,CH70000,P2,T400,GET. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. RETRIEVAL 0F UPDATES BY DATE 
HOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
LABEL,TAPE3,R,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,L=HISTFLOH,VSN=ERXXXX 
FILE,TAPE3,RT=F,BT=K,FL=300.RB=l5,HBL=4500,CH=YES. 
REQUEST,TAPE6,SN. 
ATTACH,LIB,FLOH,ID=METLIB,MR=l. 
LIBRARY,LIB. 
RETDAT. 
RENIND,TAPE4. 
FILE,TAPE4,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=60,CM=YES. 
FILE,TAPE6,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=60,CH=YES. 
FILE,PRTEHP,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=60,CH=YES. 
ATTACH,PRTENP,FLOH,ID=LIST. DELETE 0N INITIAL RUN See Note l 

SORTHRG. 
CATALOG,TAPE6,FLOH,ID=LIST,RP=999,0R=INFINITE. See Note 1 

PURGALL,FLOH,ID=LIST,KP=2. 
*EOR 
820320 See Note 3 
*EOR 
SORT 
FILE,INPUT=TAPE4(R),PRTEHP(R),0UTPUT=TAPE6(R) 
FIELD,DIST(9,l,DISPLAY).STA(ll,T,DISPLAY).YR(26,4,DISPLAY) 
KEY,DIST(A,DISPLAY),STA(A.DISPLAY),YR(A,DISPLAY) 
EQUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 
END 

Note l: A pennanent file named FLOH,ID=LIST which contains the HSCOl input cards created frun the 
previous run is attached as local file PRTEHP. This file will be sorbnerged with the output 
fran RETDAT (TAPE4) creating TAPE6 which is cataloged on disk as the next cycle of pennanent 
file FLOH,ID=LIST. 

Note 2: The input card contains the date which governs the progrmn to list all station-years updated 
on or after that date. The card fonnat is as follows: 

Colunnts) Description 

1—2 year, e.g. "76" for 1976 
3-4 month, e.g. "Ol" for Jan 
5—6 day, e.g. "Ol" for the first 
7 revision, i.e. "R" if only revised records are to be listed or blank for all records 

to be listed 
8-80 blank. 

5.8 SYHCHK Progrmn 

This progran checks to see that the valid extrane code (if any) is written on each nnnthly record 
of a year on the waster file. If it is not, a warning nessage is printed and a valid extrane card 
(fonnat 14-103) for that year is created. It also checks to see if the valid extrane code stored on 
the waster file is needed. If it is not, then a valid extreme card (fonnat l4—l03) is created to 
delete the record, for that year, on the master file. 

These cards which are created are either punched or stored on disk to be added as input on the next 
update.



5.8.1 Contr01 Card Set—up 

K1234,0M70000,P2,T400,GE1 . 

ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW-SYMBOL CHECK 
HOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
LABEL,FLOH,R,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,L=HISTFLOH,VSN=ER1111. 
ATTACH,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=1. 
ATTACH,X,FLOH,ID=OBJECT,HR=1. 
REQUEST,TAPE1,SN. 
IGET,LGO=SYHCHK/X. 
LGO. 
RETURN,FLON. 
REHIND,PRTAPE. 
FILE,PRTAPE,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=16,CH=YES. 
FILE,PRTEHP,RT=Z,BT=C,FL=16,CM=YES. 
FILE,TAPE],RT=Z,BT=C,FL=16,CH=YES. 
ATTACH,PRTEHP,PRTAPE,ID=TEHP,HR=1. DELETE 0N INITIAL RUN 
SORTHRG. 
CATALOG,TAPE1,PRTAPE,ID=TEHP,RP=5.DR=INFINITE. 
PURGALL,PRTAPE,ID=TEHP,KP=2. 
7/8/9 nmlti—punch in col. 1 

SORT 
FILE,INPUT=PRTAPE(R).PRTEHP(R):0UTPUT=TAPE1(R) 
FIELD,STA(2,14,DISPLAY) 
KEY,STA(A,DISPLAY) 
EOUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 
END 
6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. 1 
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6. RETRIEVAL PROGRAMS 

Various types of prograns have been written to extract data frun the FLOW file. These include 
prograns to give various listings of the daily discharges, to supply data to users on cards or tape and 
to plot annual and conparison hydrographs. 

6.1 Provisional Listing Program - DAYFLO 

This program produces a provisional listing of the daily discharge data and the synbols, one 
station-year per page, for checking by the Data Control section staff. One page is produced for each 
year in which at least one day was changed on or after the date shown on the "Select date" control 
card. Station—years in which there have been no changes are not printed. If all the data for any 
nnnth have been deleted then there will be no record of this nnnth on the FLOW file. Therefore, this 

deletion cannot be recognized as a change by this progran and this station-year will not be printed. 
This retrieval progrmn can read the output tape fran either the EDIT Progrmn or the UPDATE Progran. 
Thus this progrmn can read the historical or annual tape files as well as a corrections tape file. 

Data can be printed selectively by staion—year range within Region for all the changes nude after a 

given date. These data are to be printed with one station—year per page. 

These provisional listings are the only daily discharges listings which show those daily discharges 
which were revised (i.e. the symbol shows R,S,T, or H). These listings nust be obtained for all 

changes to the ouster file. They are also the only listing which shows nnnthly totals for easing 
verification of data. 

' The core requirement for this progran is approxinutely 42 000 octal words and the timing is one 

second per station-year (page) plus 2.6 seconds per thousand records read. 

For each nnnth of data, complete or partial, the unnthly total in m3/s—days is computed. For 
conplete nnnths, the nnnthly nean in "3/5, the total discharge in dam3 and the naximun and minimun 
daily discharges are also conputed. The daily discharges on this page are not rounded but are printed 
exactly as they appear on the FLOW file. The last line printed is a revision line which indicates if 

any of the daily values in a nnnth were revised by printing "REV" under the appropriate nnnth. If 

daily data are missing but a synbol is present on the fLOH file, then only the synbol will be printed. 
The synbols A,B,E,N,X,R and * are the only valid synbols. 

As the progran reads through the input FLOW tape the pages of daily data are printed for all the 
station-years which have changed after a given date. Also a sunnary is prepared which contains the 

total nunber of conplete and inconplete nnnths, conplete and inconplete years, nonths before l900 and 
number of stations which have been printed for each Region and for the conplete job. A standard tape 
sunnary is prepared giving the number of records processed on the FLOH tape, the nunber of I/O faults, 
and an error code is the job was tenninated abnonnally. This sunnary is nonnally created after the 
FLOH input tape has been processed but if for exanple more than 16 consecutive parity errors occurred 
on the FLOW tape then this tape sunnary is produced at the tine the error condition is detected.



6.1.1 Sanpie Listing of (Provisiona1) Daily Discharge and Sunnary 

PAGE 6 
DAYFLD 
(9201-311 FEB 21 1983 

VELLDVKNIFE, NHY 

HATEE SURVEY OF CANADA 

(PFUVISIONALI DAILY DISCHARGES IN CUBIC HETRES PER SECOND F08 1981 

DAY JAN FEB 8A8 APR 

1 0 n a 0 a 0 a 0 
2 0 a 0 a 0 s 0 
2 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 
. n a 0 a 0 a 0 
3 0 n 0 a 0 a 0 

0 0 n 0 a 0 a 0 
1 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 
a 0 n 0 a 0 n ‘0 
9 0 a o a o a 0 

10 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 

11 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 
12 o n o a 0 a 0 
13 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 
1. 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 
15 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 

10 o a 0 a 0 a 0 
11 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 
10 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 
10 o n 0 a 0 a 0 
20 o n 0 a 0 a 0 

21 c e 0 0 0 a 0 
22 0 a 0 a 0 a 0.005 
23 0 a 0 a 0 a 0.010 
23 0 a 0 n 0 B 0.020 
25 0 a 0 a 0 a 0.030 

20 0 P 0 a c a 0.0.0 
21 0 a 0 a 0 a 0.000 
20 0 n 0 a 0 a 0.001 
20 o e 0 0 0.120 
30 0 n 0 3 0.210 
31 0 a 0 0 

10111 1 0 0 0 0.000 

n21~ 0 o 0 0.020 
.11. 0 0 0 0.210 
MIN. 0 0 0 0 

REVISED --- --- --- --- 

HAXIHUH INSTANTANEOUS DISCHARGE: 

IAV 

a 0.010 a 
a 1.00 a 
a 0.01 a 
a 10.3 
a 20.0 

26.3 
23.1 
11.3 
13.1 
10.5 

8.26 
6.66 
5.59 
6.95 
6.36 

wanna 

3.80 
3.38 
2.98 
2.13 
2.60 

mamwa 

2.35 
2.02 
1.16 
1.61 
1.60 

magma 

8 1.23 
8 1.03 
8 0.863 
8 0.116 
8 0.689 

0.605 
199.083 

6.622 
26.8 

0.605 

21.6 53/5 AT 12l03 "ST 0N HAY 5 

6.1.2 Control Card Set-up 

JUN 

0.600 
0.586 
0.582 
0.562 
0.518 
0.658 
0.631 
0.613 
0.316 
0.353 
0.321 
0.285 
0.251 
0.239 
0.211 
0.190 
0.111 
0.159 
0.163 
0.153 
0.150 
0.152 
0.152 
0.161 
0.151 
0.161 
0.136 
0.133 
0.131 
0.132 

8.613 

0.282 
0.600 
0.132 

JUL 

0.122 
0.111 
0.101 
0.118 
0.335 
’0.363 
0.331 
0.365 
0.361 
0.360 

0.319 
0.269 
0.228 
0.216 
0.185 

0.158 
0.133 
0.111 
0.106 
0.096 

0.101 
0.588 
2.23 
2.86 
2.61 

1.80 
1.85 
1.80 
1.65 
1.06 

0.836 

21.611 

0.691 
2.86 

0.096

A 
A
A 

AUG 

0.668 
0.560 
0.666 
0.361 
0.318 

0.212 
0.218 
0.180 
0.151 
0.121 

0.102 
0.090 
0.018 
0.061 
0.060 
0.052 
0.066 
0.035 
0.020 
0.029 
0.028 
0.022 
0.011 
0.015 
0.011 
0.019 
0.031 
0.018 
0.133 
0.182 
0.218 
6.626 
0.169 
0.668 
0.015 

my... 

>>>>> 

bpppp 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>mmm 

SEP 

0.229 
0.261 
0.301 
0.335 
0.366 

0.329 
0.303 
0.282 
0.253 
0.226 

0.111 
0.016 
0.109 
0.162 
0.086 
0.058 
0.289 
0.088 
0.065 
0.123 
0.111 
0.303 
0.568 
0.582 
0.626 

0.605 
0.588 
0.560 
0.560 
0.556 

9.091 

0.303 
0.626 
0.065 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>M>>h 

hmmmm 

OCT 

1.11 
3.30 
6.31 
6.15 
3.56 

3.58 
2.89‘ 
2.68 
'2.23 
2.06 

1.96 
1.86 
1.10 
1.78 
1.66 

1.11 
1.61 
1.11 
1.83 
2.05 

2.08 
2.19 
2.28 
1.60 
1.28 

1.36 
1.50 
1.56 
1.53 
1.61 
1.28 

66.01 

2.13 
6.31 
1.11 

uflww 

Gunman 

STATION ND. 

NOV 

1.01 
0.165 
0.505 
0.312 
0.331 

' 0.325 
0.320 
0.315 
0.305 
0.295 

0.280 
0.265 
0.250 
0.230 
0.210 
0.190 
0.160 
0.130 
0.110 
0.095 
0.080 
0.010 
0.055 
0.050 
0.060 
0.035 
'0.030 
0.030 
0.025 
0.025 

6.963 
0.232 
1.01 

0.025 

momma 

Gamma 

macaw 

Gamma 

aawum 

1000005 
YEAR 1981 

05: 011 

0.025 0 1 
0.020 0 2 
0.020 a 3 
0.020 a 4 
0.020 a 5 

0.015 a 0 
0.013 a 1 
0.015 0 a 
0.015 3 9 
0.010 a 10 

0.010 0 11 
0.010 a 12 
0.010 s 13 
0.010 0 1. 
0.000 a 15 

0.005 a 10 
0.003 a 11 
0.003 a 10 
0.003 a 19 
0.003 a 20 

0.001 a 21 
0.001 a 22 

0 0 23 
0 a 2. 
0 a 20 

0 a 20 
0 a 21 
0 a 20 
0 a 29 
0 a 30 
0 a 31 

0.230 10111 

0.000 IEAN 
0.025 "AK. 

0 n1u. 
--- REVISED 

The fo11ouing is the deck set—up to print a11 the changes which have been nude on or after January 
1, 1973 for the stations in Region 2, Vancouver, fran 01AA001 to 07EA001 beginning in 1900 to 1969 and 
in Region 3, Calgary, fran 06AA001 to 06ZZ999 beginning in 1900 to 1970. 

K2008,CH70000,P2,TZOO,GE1. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW DAYLIES 
HOUNT,VSN=EMR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
LABEL,TAPE6,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. 
ATTACH,TAPE8,PEAKS,ID=DATA,MR=1. 
FILE,TAPE8,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300.CH=YES. 
ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=1) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
DAYFLO. 
7/8/9 
DATE JUN 30 1983 
AOGHSC-2201-03 XXXX 
67108 JAN 01 1973 
67109 01AA001-07EA001 1900 1969 02 
67109 06AA001—06ZZ999 1900 1970 03 
99999 
6/7/8/9 

nu1ti—punch in 001. 1 

See Note 1 

See Note 2 

See Note 3 
nu1ti—punch in 001. 1 
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Note l: 

Colunn(s) 

1—5
6 
7-17 

18—20 
2l 
22—80 

Note 2: 

Colunn(s) 

1—5
6 
7-2] 

22 
23—26 

27 
28—31 
32 
33—34 

35-80 

Note 3: 

6 1.3 Ou 

To en 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

This “Select Date" control card in this example indicates to the progran that only the 
station—years with changes nude on or after January l, 1973 are to be printed. If it is 

desired that every station—year in a Region or on a tape be printed, then a date such as 
January l, l900 can be used on this card. Only one of these cards is used within any job. 

The card fonnat is as follows: 

Description 

"67108" 
blank 
date on which all changes on or after this date are to be printed, e.g. "JUL 09 1972“ 
for July 9, 1972; note that the nnnth is represented by its first three letters and 
that the day of the nnnth and the year are right justified in columns l2 and ll, 

respectively 
blank 
revision, i.e. blank to obtain all records or "R" for only those revised 
blank 

This “Station Range" card contains the Region, the station range and the years which are 
to be checked for changes. All of the data which is outside this range is ignored. 
Within one job it is possible to have several cards containing different station ranges 
within the sane Region or within different Regions. The card fonnat is as follows: 

gescription 

“67l09” 
blank 
first and last station to be checked, e.g. 0lAA001—9922999, if all the stations are to 

be considered 
blank 
year fran which data are to be checked, e.g. l965, if only data fran 1965 are to be 
processed 
blank 
year up to which data are to be checked 
blank 
Region fran which data are to be considered; this number is right justified; if data 
are to be printed frun an input file containing nnre than one Region, then a “Station 
Range" card should be supplied for each Region frun which data are desired 
blank 

This “End of Job" card contains "9's" in columns one to five and signals the end of the 
job to the program. If this card is omitted the job will tenninate abnonnally. 

ality Control Checks 

sure that this program has run properly the following checks should be made: 

The "dayfile" should be checked to be certain that the job had sufficient time to conplete 
nonnally and that no other fatal system nessages have been printed. The visual reel number 
printed within the dayfile should be the one which is desired. 

The standard tape sunnary for the input tape should.have zero I/O faults and the error codes 
should be zero. 

The station ranges on the output listing should be checked against those desired. 

The cunulative total of the number of station-years with changes should agree with the total 
nunber of pages which were printed.



6.2 Historical Listing Progran - HISFLO 

The progran reads the FLOW, PEAKS and HYDEX files and produces listings of the daily discharges 
with one calendar year per page as shown in the exanples below. Two copies of this are always 
produced, one for the Regional Office involved and the other to be filed with the Data Control Section 
at Ottawa. The core requiranent for this program is 50 000 octal words and the timing is 0.5 seconds 
per calendar year (page). 

The station name is read frqn the HYDEX file. The daily discharge and corresponding sgnbol are 
read frun the FLOW file and printed. The nnnthly: dean discharge, total discharge in m ls days, 
total discharge in dam3 and extranes are shown only for the conplete nnnths. The mean for the year 
is only printed for those calendar years or standard periods that are complete. The nuximun and 
minimmn discharge for the year is guided by the following rules: the extremes are always shown for a 
complete year or standard period unless the code H, L or N is stored in field 46 on the HYDEX file, 
then respectively only the nuximun, minimmn or neither are printed; the extremes are not shown for 
incomplete years or standard period unless a code of L, H or B is present on the FLOW file, then 
respectively only the minimum, nnximwn or both are printed. The naximwn instantaneous discharge and 
corresponding symbol is printed if present on the PEAKS file. Also if synbols such as A, B or E have 
appeared on this page, then a key is printed in the lower right hand corner which gives the neanings of 
these synbols. 

Due to limitation for printing space, any nonthly total discharge exceeding 9 characters including 
the triad seperator will have the right nmst character position truncated. 

This progrmn will not print synbols by thanselves and thus this progrmn should only be used with a 
master FLOW file and not a correction file because the correction file might contain symbols without 
daily data. 

There are two versions of this progrmn, an English version for all station except those in the 
province of Quebec, and a French version for all stations in the province of Quebec. 
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6.2.1 Sanple of Historical Listing (English and French) 

01V. DES 9. H. 0U CAN. 
17 FEV 1983 PAGE 
FONTPEAL. DUE. 

JDUR JAN 

1 23‘! 
2 25C3 
3 2608 
‘ 7768 
5 2868 

6 2818 
7 2818 
8 3018 
9 3018 

10 2968 

11 2768 
12 2652 
13 2‘59 
1‘ 2‘08 
15 2‘0! 

16 2‘08 
17 235R 
18 2168 
19 1798 
20 1588 

71 1‘6! 
22 1‘28 
23 1378 
2‘ 1379 
25 1‘29 

26 1‘78 
27 1‘29 
28 1‘28 
29 1‘68 
30 1568 
31 1608 

701AL 6 I53 

80' 215 
FAX 20) 
FIN 137

u 
FEV 

1698 
1798 
1888 
1978 
2168 

2358 
2‘08 
2‘08 
2‘58 
255R 

’65! 
2818 
2918 
3028 
3275 

3“8 
3618 
1728 
3898 
‘118 

‘77 
5‘0 
.31 
618 
685 

716 
7‘9 
791 

67‘ 

381 
191 
169 

20 

787 
786 
771 
76‘ 
757 

7‘5 
712 
732 
73‘ 
722 

711 

709 
676 
661 

6198 
6258 
6198 
6128 
600 

575 
581 
58‘ 
57‘ 
56° 

57‘ 
5‘5 
5‘3 
55‘ 
5‘2 
5‘7 

237 

653 
787 
5‘2 

DEBITS EN HFTIFS CUBES PAR SECONDE 

HUYEN; 39F 
MAXI'UF OUDIIDIENv 
HINI'UH 0UUTIDIEN. 
MAXIFUH INSTANTANEA 

930 LE 1‘ AV? A 16I50 "NE 

HATED SUFVEY 8F CANADA 
FEB 17 1983 810! 
YELLUHKNXFE; NUT 

DAY JAN 

1 C8 
2 C8 
3 CB 
‘ 08 
5 08 

6 CF 
7 ca 
8 08 
9 08 

10 08 

11 08 
12 on 
13 0n 
1‘ OF 
15 OF 

16 08 
17 08 
18 08 
19 08 

20 08 

21 CE 
22 08 
23 08 
2‘ 68 
25 on 

26 CE 
27 0I 
28 08 
28 rn 
30 08 
31 08 

YDTAL c 

HEAN 0 
FA! C 
FIN O 

DISCMAIGES IN CUEIC PETRES PEI SECOND 

HFAN. 0.867

6 

o 
o
a 

791 LE 28 FEV 
135 LE 6 AOU 

o 
o
o 

HAXIIUF DAILY: 7‘.8 ON FAY 5 
HINIHUH DAILY: 
HAXIIUH INSTAN7ANEUUS. 

27.6 AT 12l03 HST DN HAY 5 

09 ON JAN 1 

RICNELIEU (IIVIEIEI AUX RAPIDES FIYEIS 

DEBITS BUOYIDIENS EN HETRES CU8ES PAR SECUNDE - 1981 

AVE 

626 
581 
633 
656 
6‘1 

625 
62‘ 
656 
651 
620 

629 
587 
610 
763 
562 

60‘ 
601 
576 
572 
560 

5‘5 
565 
570 
572 
558 

572 
569 
56‘ 
572 
55‘ 

02‘ 

601 

5‘5 

HA1 

5‘6 
531 
535 
529 
530 

‘97 
‘80 
503 
519 
‘87 

‘81 
‘76 
‘83 
‘90 
503 

515 
‘88 
‘96 
501 
505 

506 
‘83 
‘7‘ 
‘7‘ 
‘70 

‘60 “3 
‘33 
‘26 

995 

15 082 

‘87 
5‘6 
395 

JUN 

399 
A08 
‘32 
‘03 
386 

389 
368 
389 
398 
373 

378 
377 
372 
395 
386 

366 
3‘6 
3‘2 
3‘3 
306 

301 

297 
291 
307 

286 
281 
279 
285 
292 

10 ‘85 

350 
‘32 
279 

JUL 

250 
2‘8 
262 
25‘ 
2‘0 

230 
22‘ 
221 
217 
207 

207 
200 
198 
18‘ 
182 

183 
188 
189 
183 
189 

183 
16‘ 
163 
163 
178 

18‘ 
156 
153 1“ 
153 
157 

6 05‘ 

195 
262 1“ 

AOU 

159 
15‘ 
150 
1‘9 
155 

135 
1‘1 
153 
160 
16‘ 

169 
172 
171 
168 
177 

19‘ 
22‘ 
22‘ 
239 
239 

2“ 
2‘5 
2‘7 
236 
21‘ 

226 
229 
220 
223 
237 
229 

6 0‘7 

195 
2‘7 
135 

SDHFAIFE POUR L'ANNEE 1981 

A - JAUGE IANUELLE 
8 - GLACES 

UNNAHED IRIBUTAIV TO NILLDHLAKE 91VER 

SE? 

226 
22‘ 
216 
211 
209 

203 
20‘ 
23‘ 
217 
231 

219 
22‘ 
226 
225 
218 

205 
209 
219 
22‘ 
222 

225A 
212 
176 
195 
292 

318 
377 
352 
3‘3 
3‘6 

2‘0 
377 
176 

DAILY DISCHARGE 1N CUBIC IETRES PEI SEEDND F08 1981 

o 
o 
o 
o

o 
o
a 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o
o 

o 
a
o 
o 
o

o

0 

APR

a 
a 
a 
m 
m

a 
m 
a 
a
a 

m 
a 
a
z 
a 

a 
w 
a
w 

0.0058 
0.0108 
0.0208 
0.0308 
0.0‘08 
0.0608 
0.0978 
0.1208 
0.2188 

0 .600 

0.020 
0.218
0 

HAY JUN 

0.6108 0.600 
1.90 8 0.58‘ 
6.‘7 8 0.582 

16.8 0.562 
2‘.8 0.518 
2‘.3 0.‘58 
23.1 0.‘31 
17.3 0.‘13 
13.7 0.37‘ 
10.5 0.353 
8.2‘ 0.321 
6.6‘ 0.285 
5.59 0.257 
‘.95 0.239 
‘136 0.217 
3.80 0.190 
3.38 0.177 
2.98 0.159 
2.73 0.1‘3 

2.60 0.153 
2.35 0.150 
2.02 0.152 
1.76 0.152 
1.61 0.167 
1.‘0 0.157 
1.23 0.1‘1 
1.03 0.136 
0.863 0.133 
0.776 0.137 
0.689 0.132 
0.605 

199.083 8.‘73 2 

6.‘2 0.282 
2‘.8 0.600 
0.605 0.132 

JUL 

0.122 
0.117 
0.107 
0.178 
0.335 

0.3‘3 
0.331 
0.365 
0.367 
0.360 

0.319 
0.269 
0.228 
0.21‘ 
0.185 
0.158 
0.133 
0.117 
0.106 

0.09‘ 
0.101 
0.588 
2.23 
2.86 
2.‘1 

1.80 
1.85 
1.80 
1.‘5 A 
1.0‘ A 
0.83‘A 
1.‘11 

0.691 
2.86 
0.09‘ 

AUG 

0.668A 
0.5‘0A 
0.“6A 
0.367A 
0.318A 
0.272A 
0.218A 
0.180A 
0.151A 
0.121A 
0.102A 
0.090A 
0.078A 
0.067A 
0.060A 
0.052A 
0.0‘6A 
0.035A 
0.020A 

0.029A 
0.028A 
0.022A 
0.017A 
0.015A 
0.017E 

0.1‘9 
0.668 
0.015 

SUHNARY F08 THE YEAR 1981 

A - HANUAL GA 
8 - ICE CDNDI 
E - ESTIIATED 

-40 

UGE 
TTDNS 

SEP 

0.229A 
0.261A 
0.307A 
0.335A 
0.3‘6A 
0.329? 
0.303! 
0.282E 
0.2532 
0.226A 
0.171A 
0.01‘A 
0.109A 
0.162A 
0.08‘A 
0.058A 
0.2891 
0.083A 
0.0‘5A 

0.123A 
0.1171 
0.303A 
0.5‘8A 
0.582E 
0.62‘A 

9.097 

0.303 
0.62‘ 
0.0‘5 

STATION ND. 020J007 

OCT NDV DEC JUUI 

357 626 587 1 
359 61‘ 590 2 
357 616 55‘ 3 
37‘ 619 551 ‘ 
383 632 528 5 

398 622 ‘80 6 
390 621 521 7 
372 630 523 8 
383 611 505 9 
39‘ 620 506 10 

395 599 ‘98 11 
‘05 605 ‘89 12 
‘11 591 ‘97 13 
‘15 571 502 1‘ 
‘2‘ 553 ‘508 15 

392 56‘ ‘378 16 
‘08 558 ‘2‘8 17 
‘98 571 ‘058 18 
‘10 577 39‘8 19 
‘35 597 3838 20 

388 615 3778 21 
389 608 3728 22 
‘00 601 3728 23 
‘21 586 3618 2‘ 
‘52 577 3558 25 

“7 59‘ 3‘98 26 
‘82 632 3388 27 
532 578 3338 28 
588 563 3228 29 
61‘ 570 3228 30 
511 3178 31 

13 33‘ 17 922 13 6‘2 TOTAL 

‘30 597 “0 “BY 
6‘1 632 590 HA! 
357 553 317 IIN 

DEBIT TOTAL HENSUEL 
EN DECAHETIES CUBES 

JAN 575 000 JUL 523 000 
FEV 922 000 ADU 522 000 
HA8 1 750 000 SE? 622 000 
AVE 1 560 000 OCT 1 150 000 
HA1 1 300 000 NOV 1 550 000 
JUN 906 000 DEC 1 180 000 

02817 TOTAL. 12 600 000 0A83 

STATION NO. 1088005 

OCT NOV DEC DAY 

1.17 1.07 8 0.0258 1 
3.30 0.7658 0.0203 2 
‘.31 0.5058 0.0208 3 
‘.15 0.3728 0.0208 ‘ 
3.56 0.3318 0.0208 5 

3.58 0.3258 0.3158 6 
2.89 0.3208 0.0158 7 
2.‘8 0.3158 0.0158 8 
2.23 0.3058 9.0153 9 
2.06 0.2958 0.0108 10 

1.9‘ 0.2808 0.0158 11 
1.86 0.2658 0.0108 12 
1.70 0.2503 0.0108 13 
1.78 0.2308 0.013! 1‘ 
1.6‘ 0.2108 0.0058 15 

1.71 0.1908 0.0058 16 
1.67 0.1608 0.0038 17 
1.71 0.1308 0.0038 18 
1.53 7.1108 0.0038 19 

2.05 0.0958 0.0038 20 

2.08 3.0808 0.0013 21 
2.798 0.0708 0.0018 22 
2.289 0.0558 0 8 23 
1.‘08 0.0508 3 8 2‘ 
1.288 0.0‘08 0 8 25 

1.368 0.0358 0 8 26 
1.508 0.0308 0 8 27 
1.5‘8 0.0308 0 8 28 
1.538 0.0258 0 8 29 
1.‘18 5.0258 0 8 30 
1.288 0 8 31 

66.07 6.963 0.239 TOTAL 

2.13 0.232 0.008 HEAN 
‘.31 1.01 8.025 'Al 
1.17 0.025 0 HIM 

HDNTNLY TDIAL DISCHARGE 
IN CUBIt DECAHETIFS 

JAN 0 JUL 1 850 
FEB 0 AUG ‘00 
HA! 0 SE? 786 
APR 51.8 DCT 5 710 
HAY 17 200 NOV 602 
JUN 732 DEC 20.6 

TUIAL DISCHAIGE. 27 ‘00 DAH3

~

~



6.2.2 Card Deck Set—up 

A sample deck set—up to retrieve two copies of the historical listings for selected station-years 
is as follows: 

K2009,CH70000,P2,T100,GE1. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW—HISTORICAL LISTING 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH,X,FLOH,ID=OBJECT,HR=1. 
IGET,LGO=HISFLO/X. See Note 3 
LABEL,FLOH,R,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX FLOW FILE 
ATTACH(HYDEX,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=1) 
ATTACH,PEAKS,ID=DATA,HR=1. 
FILE,PEAKS,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300,CH=YES. 
LGO. 
RENIND,OUTPUT. See Note l 

COPYCF(0UTPUT,DUH) See Note l 

REHIND,DUH. See Note 1 

COPYCF(DUH,0UTPUT) See Note l 

7/8/9 nmtli—punch in col. 1 

DATE JUN 30 1983 standard "Date" card 
HSCOT DOZ 086F00408C6004 19701971 L See Note 2 
NSCO1 DOZ 08GA047086A047 19691970 L 
NSCO1 002 08HA00608HA010 19511966 L 

6/7/8/9 - nulti—punch in col. 1 

Note 1: To obtain the second copy of the output listing each of the four cards with the Note 1 

reference is required. Thus if only one copy is desired these four cards can simply be 
ranoved. 

Note 2: The “Station Request“ cards give the range of stations by province or Region and the years 
within this range which are to be retrieved either on listings (printouts) or tape. 

The fonnat for this card is the same as that used in the DAYFLO progran (see Note 2, 

Section 6.1.2). 

Note 3: To obtain two copies of the French historical listings for selected Quebec station—years, 
the following cards must be changed in the above deck: 
change IGET,LGO=HISFLO/X. 

to IGET,LGO=HISFLOF/X. 
change DATE APR 25 1973 

to DATE 25 AVR 1973 

'.4].



6.2.3 Quality Control Checks 

To be certain that this program has executed properly the following checks should be made: 

(a) Check the dayfile for fatal system messages such as time limit which will abort the job. 

(b) Ensure that the "END OF JOB“ nessage is printed on the last page of the output listing. 

(c) Within the progran, there is an error message which might be printed if the job aborts. 

N0 DATE CARD — JOB ABORTED 

If the "Date" card is missing or the first four colunns do not contain the letters "DATE" then this 
nnssage is printed and the job stops. 

6.3 Publication Listing Progran - PUBFLO 

The progrmn reads the FLOH, HYDEX, REHARKS and PEAKS files and produces listings of the daily 
discharges with one calendar year per page as shown in the exanples below. The listing produced is 
identical to the final annual publication pages except for a few differences as explained in section 
2.2 of the “Publication Procedures for Surface Hater Data“ nnnual. This listing is used as a final 
check of the annual publications and thus this listing is sent to the Regional Office involved for 
verification prior to publication; a copy is filed with the Data Control Section at Ottawa. 

The station name is read frun the HYDEX file. The daily discharges are read fran the FLOW file, 
rounded and then lined-up for printing on the page. For conplete nmnths a nnnthly sunnary is prepared 
with the total discharge in m3/s—days, the mean discharge in mpls, the total discharge in dun , 

and the naximwn and minimun daily discharges. For a conplete year or standard period an annual nean is 
printed. The extranes for the year are printed, if valid (see section 6.2). Also if synbols such as 
A, B or E have appeared on this page, then a key is printed in the bottan center which gives the 
meanings of these symbols. Descriptive information is also extracted from HYDEX including the type of 
gauge, location, drainage area, data contributed by, international designator and regulated or natural 
flow. The nnximun instantaneous discharge if available for this year is read frun PEAKS and printed 
with its time and date of first occurrence. Textual infonnation if available for this station is read 
from the REMARKS file and printed at the bottan of the page. 

This progrmn will not print synbols by themselves and thus this progran should only be used with a 
waster FLOW file and not a correction file because the correction file might contain synbols without 
daily data. 

For each station or consecutive set of stations required, a “Station Request“ card is keypunched 
giving the first and last station within the range and the first and last year to be printed for each 
of these stations. As this retrieval progran reads through a master FLON tape, the pages are prepared 
and printed innwdiately. The core requiranent for this program is approximately 70 000 octal words and 
the timing is l.5 seconds per station—year (page) plus l second per thousand records read. 

There are two versions of this progran, an English version used to retrieve all listings except 
Quebec listings and a French version used to retrieve only Quebec listings. 

For a detailed description of these versions of the progrmn along with its job set-up, the user is 
referred to the manual entitled "Publication Procedures for Surface Hater Data“. 
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JOUR OCT NOV DEC 

020J007 

HP 
1%1 

STATION NO. 

AOU JUL 

AUX RAPIDES FRYERS 

JUN MAI 

1RIVIERE) 
DEBITS OUOTIDIENS EN METRES CUBES PAR SECONDE ' 

AVR 

RICHELIEU 

Sample of Publication Listing (English and French) 

JAN FEV MAR 

N} 

JOUR 

6.3.1 

12305 70018 89552 55555 

98236 90308 30003 61590 03323 55555 61367 28350 65666 
12305 

67890 01356 82200 05555 
51300 30566 98983 86897 33333 50610 22552 66666 

67890 

95113 90975 56555 
87256 77798 33333 16303 87890 00005 97032 28166 65675 88888 51167 68902 22233 88858 65500 76000 22222 

08177 65779 55555 
66236 60000 33333 01620 00776 66555 

30338 86667 
63000 08777 50000 55028 06775 55555 51009 78876 55555 

TOTAL 653 10 670 20 237 18 020 15 082 10 085 6 050 6 007 7 202 13 330 17 922 13 602
6 TOTAL 

723 565 017 063 076 231 575 121 520 960 121 029 302 765 053 135 675 372 675 119 896 371 517 231 

MOV 
MAX MN 

JOUR 

12 600 000 damJ 

DEC 

DEBIT TOTAL MENSUEL 

NOV 

EN DECAMETRES CUBES 

DEBIT TOTAL, 

020J012 

SEP OCT 
1981 

STATION NO. 

w H 
22 000 km2 

JAUGE MANUELLE 
~ GLACES 

1N1 

ENREGISTREUSE 
05 23 50N 

MU 

LONG 
EASSIN VERSANT, A.
B 

SOMMAIRE POUR L'ANNEE 

-LAT 

JUL 

TYPE DE JAUGE EMPLACEMENT 

DEBIT NATUREL 

EN AMONT DU BARRAGE FRYERS 
NIVEAUX D'EAU OUOTIDIENS EN METRES 
MAI 

(RIVIEFE) FICHELIEU 

16:50 HNE 

LE 28 FEV 

MAR 

M1 
135 LE 6 AOU 

10 AVR A 

FEV 

N8 MAXIMUM OUDTIDIEN, 

930 LE 
MAXIMUM INSTANTANE. 

JAN 

MINIMUM OUDTIDIEN, 

DEBITS EN METRES CUBES PAR SECONDE 
MOYEN. 

JOUR 

12305 

12305 

67890 

67890 11112 

12305 22222 

789361 

EEE 000 135 000 222 

EEEEEE 222322 307532 678901 222233 

688 688 
808 807 121 302 600 121 

MOY 
MAX Mm 

BSTIMATIVE 
DEBIT NATUREL
E 

1969) 

SOMMAIRE POUR L'ANNEE 1981 

TYPE DE JAUGE - MANUELLE 
EMPLACEMBNT - LAT 

LONG 

IAJUST. LOCAL GEODESIOUE DU CANADA 

129 LE 10 AVR 
.078E LE 29 JUL
L
1 

ARBITRAIRE 

.HS1 

MAXIMUM QUOTIDIEN, MINIMUM OUOTIDIEN. 
MOYEN, 

AJOUTER 25.000 m POUR OBTENIR LES COTES SERVICE 

NIVEAUX EN HETRES 

PLAN DE REFERENCE:



6.4 SupplyingiData to Users - Fonnat Descriptions 

Daily discharge data can be supplied to the users either on nugnetic tape or cards in station 
number order within Region unless they are sorted. A period—of—record sunnary and revision listing as 
shown in the exanple below is also provided. When data are requested on nmgnetic tape, the tapes are 
written in [80010, 9—track at a density of l600 bpi but can be supplied in EBCDIC at a density of 800 
bpi, 6250 bpi or 800 (even parity on T-track) at a density of 800 bpi. They do not contain systan 
labels. The first record on tape is the first "Data" record (card inage). The last "Data" record 
(card image) is followed by an 80-character "End—of-Data" record containing 9's in all 80 colunns 
except column 4-5 which are 2‘s and by "Padding" records in the last block (if necessary) containing 
9's in all colunns except column 4-5 which are Z's. The last tape block is followed by an end—of—file 
hark. Unless otherwise specified the data will be supplied as card inages on tape with a blocking 
factor of 40 (3200-characters per block). when data are requested on cards, they will be sent to the 
user as punched by the conputer, i.e. they will not. be interpreted or marked in any way unless 
requested. Nonnally, up to a nnximun of 2000 cards can be provided but the sequence of the cards 
cannot be guaranteed. 

6.4.l Daily Discharges on Tape (or Cards) - COPFLO 

This retrieval progrmn produces three punched cards or card inuges on tape per nnnth for daily 
discharges in the following 79-041 fonnat as follows: 

Colunn(s) Length Description 

1 l code for type of data and units: 
0 - discharges in cubic netres per second 

3-8 7 station number, e.g. 08AA023 
9—ll 3 year, e.g. "968“ for l968 
l2—l3 2 month, e.g. "D?" for July 
l4 1 code for tine interval: 

l — daily figures from day l to day l0 
2 - daily figures frun day ll to day 20 
3 — daily figures from day 2l to day 3l 

15-80 66 ten or eleven 6—digit data fields; refer to notes l and 2. 

Note l Description of Data Fields: 

Each data field has six positions. The first five positions contain daily discharge data right 
justified with a decimal point if necessary; the sixth position contains a synbol: A - Manual Gauge, 
8 - Ice Conditions, E - Estimated, R — Revised since January l980, S - Revised (and Manual Gauge), 
T — Revised (and Ice Conditions). H - Revised (and Estimated), or a blank for no syhnol; refer to 

Section l.l for a more detailed explanation of "Revisions". A negative value is entered with a minus 
sign just to the left of the number, e.g. —12.3 or —0.00l. The first data field is in colunns l5-20. 

The successive fields are for consecutive days depending on the interval (colunn l4) used. Whenever 
data are missing, the value “—9999“ is entered in positions l—S and position 6 contains a blank. 

Note 2 Daily Figures: 

Daily discharges for each nnnth on file are punched on three cards. The first card (l in colunn 
l4) contains data for l0 days fran day l to day l0; columns 75-78 are not used; the nunber of days in 

the nnnth, e.g. "30“ for Novenber, is punched in columns 79—80. The second card (2 in column l4) 

contains lo days frun day ll to day 20; columns 75—80 are not used. The third card (3 in column l4) 

contains ll days fran day 21 to 3l; the figure "-llll“ is punched in the appropriate field for days 
that do not apply to the nonth, e.g. 30 and 31 for February 1968, and position 6 contains a blank. 
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The progran also produces an output listing which contains a period—of-record sunnary for each 

station retrieved followed by an end of job statistics which shows the total number of conplete and 

incunplete stationqnonths and station—years, the total nwnber of stations, the number of records read 

fran the input file and the total nunber of records written onto cards or tape. Following the end of 

job statistics~is a list of stations revised since Jan. 1, 1980 if applicable. 

6.4.1.1 Control Card Set-up for COPFLO 

K2010,CH70000,1100,P2,GET,NTT. See Note 1 

ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW—RETRIEVAL IN 79—041 FORMAT 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
LABEL(TAPE1,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX) 
REQUEST(TAPE21,PE,S,SV,EB, RING,VSN=ERXXXX) See Note 1 

ATTACH(LIB,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=1) 
LIBRARY(LIB) 
COPFLO. 
7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. 1 

DATE JUN 30 1983 standard "Date" card 

67110 T 40 See Note 1&2 
67108 JAN 01 1980 See Note 3 
A01HSC-2201—29 9999 See Note 4 

67109 01AA001—0822999 1800-1980 02 See Note 5 

99999 See Note 6 

6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

Note 1: If the data are to be supplied on cards, the tape paraneter option on the Job Card will be 

adjusted accordingly, the "Request" card for TAPEZl will be ranoved and the type of output 

as selected on the "67110" card should be replaced with a "C" as explained in Note 2. 

Note 2: The "67110" card contains the type of output for this run. There can only be one "67110" 

card per run. The fonnat of this card is as follows: 

Column(s) Description 

1-5 "67110" 
6 blank 
7 type of output requested: 

"T" for tape output 
"C" for card output 
"L" for only a period-of-record sunnary 

8 blank 
9-10 blocking factor for data written on tape only i.e. on1y used if "T" 

option is used in colunn 7. 

11—80 blank 
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Note 3: The following will outline the fonnat of the date revision card: 

Colunn(s) Description 

l—5 fonnat nunber always "67108" 
6 blank 
7—l7 date frqn which program will search for revised data, e.g. JANbOlbl980 

Any data revised on or after this date will be indicated in the 
period-of—record sunnary and the list of revisions 

l8 blank 
l9 optional R code to indicate a revision run if this code is present only 

data revised since the date supplied in columns T-ll will be output as 
data 

20 blank 
2l-24 optional year, e.g. 1980 

One year can only be supplied during a revision run. when a year is 

specified all data for that year plus revisions will be supplied as 
output. This is particularly useful after the naster file has been 
updated with the annual data. At this tine nany previous users request 
the annual data plus any revisions made to historical data since they 
were last supplied 

25-80 blank. 

Note 4: An input "File Identification“ card is required for each input FLOH tape. This card 
begins with the letter "A", the tape unit number and then the Hater Survey of Canada 
internal file number. 

Note 5: The stations requested are read fran the "Station—Range" card(s), i.e. "67l09" card(s). 
There may be nnre than one of these cards in a single run but they nust be in ascending 
order. The card fonnat is as follows: 

Colunn(s) Description 

10—5 "67109" 
6 blank 
7—21 first and last station to be selected, i.e. 0lAA00l—9922999 if all data 

are to be retrieved; columns 7 to TB contain the first station and l5 
to 2l contain the last 

22 blank 
23—31 year range for which data are to be retrieved 
32 blank 
33—34 the Region froni which data are to be retrieved; if data are to be 

retrieved fran an input file containing nnre than one Region, then a 
"67l09" card nust be supplied for each Region for which data are 
required; this number is right justified 

35—80 blank. 

Note 6: A "99999" card follows the last "67109" card, i.e. “Station-Range" card, to Hark the end 
of the job. The anission of this card will cause an abnonnal tennination. 
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6.4.1.2 Samp1e Output (COPFLO Program) 

HATER SURVEY OF CANADA 
JUN H 1993 PAGE 1 

GUELPN. ONT. ' 

I 1 1 1 1 I 1 I I 

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 1 2 3 u s 7 a 
9129u 56789 01139 56799 01239 56799 01239 55799 01299 56799 56799 0123: 56189 o‘zan 56799 0129: 

JAN ----- -cccc cnnnn Rcccc ccnnn 99999 99999 ----- 
r99 - —cccc cnnnn ncccc ccnnn nnnnn nnnnn — — 
MAR - -cccc cnRRR ncncc ccnnn 99999 99999 - - 
APR - —ccnc cnnnn nnnnc RRRRR nnnnn ccnnn - - 
HAY - -cccc ncccn RCCCC ccccc ccccc ccccc - — 
JUN — —cccc ncccn ncccc ccccc ccccc ccccc - — 
JUL - -cccc ncccn ncccc ccccc ccccc ccccc - 9 

AUG - -cccc RCCCR ncccc ccccc ccccc ccccc - - 
saw I -cccc ccccn ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc - - 
OCT «—— I ccccc ccccn ccccc ccccc ccccc ccccc - - 

NOV 1‘ —- » ccncc cnnnn ccccc 9999c nccnc ccccn 
ozc ---------- ccccc nnnnn cnccc c999: 99999 99999 — - 

YEAR -- -- ---------- -- ~- pcnnc nnnnn nnnnc nnnnn 9999: 99999 z---- --------------- 
convnzr: PARTIAL TOTAL SUMMARY or TAPE ou19u1 

STATION-MONTHS 360 o 169 MISSING 
STATION-YEARS 29 2 31 TAPE OUTPUT FORMAT 79-091 rnon 1900 TO 1999 PARTIAL 

COMPLETE 
MONTHS BEFORE 1909 (INCLUDED ABOVE) o ouwpuw nsconn couur rnou 1 to 1990 

SUMMARY or DAILY DISCHARGE nzconns FOR STATION no. ozccoos 
1 1 I I 1 1 

9 9 9 9 9 9 
2 9 5 9 7 

1239 56799 01239 55799 01239 56799 01239 55799 01299 55799 01239 

COMPLETE PARTIAL TOTAL 
950 I b51 

STATION-YEARS 37 I 38 
STATION-MONTHS 

MONTHS BEFORE 1900 (INCLUDED ABOVE) 0 

HATER SURVEY OP CANADA 
JUN I 1991 PAGE 2 
OTTAWA. ONT. 

--------- --2RR RRRRR RRRRR CCCCR RRRRR RCCCC CCCCC 

SUMMARY 0? DAILY DISCHARGE RECORDS FOR STATION NO. 02CC009 ~ 
~~~ 

RRRRR RRRRR CCCCC RRRRR RCCCC CCCCC 
RRRRR RRRRR CCCCC RRRRR RCCCC CCCCC 
RRRRR RRRRR CCCCC RRRRR RCCCC CCCCC 
CCRCR CCRCR CCCCC RRRCR RCCCC CCCCC 
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCGC 
RCCCR CCCCC CCCCR CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 

--RRR RRRRR RRRRC CCCCR RRRRR CCCCC CCCCC 

SUMMARY OP TAPE OUTPUT MISSING 
TAPE OUTPUT FORMAT 79—091 PROM I800 TO 1999 PARTIAL 

- COMPLETE 
OUTPUT RECORD COUNT PROM 1091 TO 2!]! 

END OF JOB STATISTICS FOR TAPE OUTPUT 

810 COMPLETE MONTNS 
1 INCOMPLETE MONTHS 

66 COMPLETE YEARS 
3 INCOMPLETE YEARS 
2 PAGES 
2 STATIONS 

13600 RECORDS READ 
0 RE-READS ON TAPE UNIT I 

LAST STATION READ 02CC006 
2933 OUTPUT RECORDS WRITTEN ON TAPE 

HATER SURVEY OF CANADA 
JUN I 1983 PAGE I 

OTTANA, ONT. 

REGION STATION N0. YEAR DATE REVISED 
S OZCCODA 1922 MAR 11 1981 
5 02CC009 I923 AUG 27 1980 
5 02CCO0H I925 AUG 27 1980 
5 OZCCDOU 1926 AUG 27 1980 
5 02CC004 1927 AUG 27 1980 
5 OZCCOOI 1928 AUG 27 1980 
5 02CC00! I929 AUG 27 1980 
5 OZCCOOQ 1930 AUG 27 1980 
5 02CCOOD 1931 AUG 27 1980 
5 OZCCOOM 1912 AUG 27 1980 
5 02CC009 19]} AUG 27 1930 
5 OZCCOOD 1935 AUG 27 1980 
5 OZCCOOH I936 AUG 27 1990 
5 02CC009 1937 AUG 27 1980 
5 OICCOOD 1918 AUG 27 1980 
5 02CCO0D 1939 AUG 27 1980 
5 DZCCOOU IBHO AUG 27 1990 
5 OZCCOON 19H1 AUG 27 1980 
5 OZCCOOD I9fl2 AUG 27 1980 

SUMMARY OP REVISIONS SINCE JAN 01 I990 
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KEV TO TABLE 

PARTIAL NITM REVISION COMPLETE HITM REVISION 

KEY TO TABLE 

PARTIAL HITM REVISION COMPLETE HITM REVISION



6.4.1.3 Quality Control Checks 

The user should ensure that the following conditions are met to ensure successful conpletion of the 
run: 

(a) the "Tape Header" label on page 1 of the listing is the sane as that specified on the input 

"File Identification" card. If these are not the sane, the progranl will print out the 

appropriate error message on page 1 and the job will tenninate. 

(b) the fonnat nunber of the "Job Type“ card is "67110". If the fonnat number is incorrect, the 

progrmn will print “INCORRECT FORMAT NUMBER" after the printout of the card. The sane applies 

for the "Station-Range" card if the fonnat nunber is other than "67109" and the 

"Date-Revision" card if the fonnat nunber is other than "67108". 

(c) the "Station—Range" cards printed on the following pages should be the sane as those desired. 

If data are not available (i.e. not on the input file) for the range specified, the nessage 

"STATION NOT ON TAPE" will be printed out following the printout of the “Station-Range“ card. 

(d) the last station read as specified on the end of job statistics is that of the next station on 

the input file. 

(e) the nunber of output records is specified on the end of job statistics. This should be three 

tines the nunber of station4nonths requested. 

(f) on the tape sunnary the type and status of the input tape should both be "3“ and the number of 

1/0 faults and error code should both be zero. 

(g) the last page is on an "END OF 300" page. If this nessage is not present the job has 

tenninated abnonnally and the dayfile should be checked. 

6.4.2 Annual Haximun and Hinimun Daily water Levels or Discharges - ANNEXT 

This progrmn produces data on punched cards or card images on tape in 79-113 fonnat. Each card or 

card-image may contain the yearly naximum and minimun daily values for 2 years for a station. 

This progrmn also produces an output listing which contains a period-of-record sunnary for each 

station retrieved followed by an end of job statistics which shows the total nunber of station-years, 

the total number of stations, the total nunber of years before 1900 and the total number of records 

written on to cards or tape. Following the end of job statistics is a list of stations revised since 

Jan. 1, 1980 if applicable. 

6.4.2.1 Control Card Set—up 

K1234,0H70000,P2,T400,GE1. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. ANNUAL EXTREHES 79—113 FORMAT 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE.AHD. 
ATTACH,X,FLOH,ID=OBJECT,HR=1. 
IGET,LGO=ANNEXT/X. 
LABEL,FLOH,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. See Note 1 

ATTACH,HYDEX,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=1. 
LGO. 
7/8/9 nulti-punch in col. 1 

1 OlAAOOl 01A0012 1910 1970 04 C See Note 2 

1 02ABOO3 04AA001 1950 1960 04 C See Note 2 

6/7/8/9 nulti-punch in col. 1



Note 1: A LABEL card for FLOH input nust always be present. If the output is to be an unlabelled 
9—track, l600 bpi tape then the tape request paraneter on the 308 card should be nndified, the - 

output request cards should have a'T in column 32 and a REQUEST card should be entered as 
follows: . REQUESTJAPEZI ,S,SV,PE ,EB,RING,VSN=ERXXXX. 

If the data are to be supplied on cards then only one tape is required for the FLOH input. 
The output request cards should have a C in column 32. 

» Note 2: The request card for the ANNEXT Program has the following fonnat: 

Colunn(s) Description 

l code for type of data being processed 
"4" - water levels 
"I" — discharges 

2 blank 
3-l7 station range, e.g. OlAA001—99ZZ999 

l8 blank 
l9—27 year range, e.g. l800—l980 
28 blank 
29—30 region code, e.g. 03 Calgary 
3l blank 
32 type of output requested: 

"C" — card output 
"T" — tape output 
"L" — period—of-record sunnary listing only 

33—80 blank. 
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6.4.2.2 Sample Output (ANNEXT Program) 

HATER SURVEV OF CANADA 
FEB 17 1983 PAGE I

~

~ ~
~ 

suELPH, 0N1. ANNUAL HAXIHUH AND HINIHUI 01111 0150012025 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

$11110N 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

nunasw 0 1 2 3 9 5 6 1 0 RECORD 
01239 56789 01239 56109 01239 56789 01239 56789 01239 56109 01239 56789 01239 56109 01239 56139 01239 COUNT 

0235001 -—-- ---- ---- ----- -—--- ----- --- ---- ----- --——- --—-- --000 00003 03033 as--- 0 

OZBFOO? --—-- -—-- ---- ---—- ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---o --—-- ----- ----- --030 53303 35000 aa--- 16 

0201002 ---- --—-- ----- ----- -—--- ----- --- ----- ---—- ---- —--—- -—--- o---- ----- -saaa 03300 aa--- 32 

OZCBOOI ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- -RRRR ax--- -RRRR RRRRB 09399 50303 00300 aa--- 90 

0205002 -—--- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- 30533 03300 33033 aaL-- ----- --—-- ----— 51 

0200003 —---- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---—- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- -—--- ---- ----- ----- ns--- 53 

0200002 ----- ---- ---- seas» ----- ----- ——--- --o-- ----- ----- —---- ----- --~- ----— ---—- ---~- 61 

0200003 ----- —---- ----a n---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---—- ----- -—--- 62 

0200009 ----- ----- ----- ----- sauna RlRRR 9:193 annnn RRRRR RRRIR x---- ----- ----- ----- ---._ ----- ..--- 15 

0200005 ----- ---- ----— ----- ---- ----- —---- ---—- --xnn annnn RRIRR saaan RRRlfl 20636 05500 03003 na--- 90 

0200006 ----- ----— -—--- —---- ----- -——- ---- ----- --aaa n---- ---—- ----- —---- -—-- ----- -—--- 100 

0200007 --—-- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----— ----- aasan eases aaaaa aaaaa aaaaa eases aa--- 116 

0200008 ----- —---- ----- ----- ----- -—--- ---- ---- wanna RRRRR n---- ----- -RRRR RBBBB aaaaa aanaa ua-o- 132 

0200009 ----— --- ----- ----- ----- ----- --- ----- --—-- ---- ----- ---—- 03303 63309 36050 30065 aa--- 193 

KEY TO TAELE 
HISSING 
VALID HAX AND HIN 
VALID HAX ONLY 
VALID HIN ONLY 
VALID HAX AND KIN IIIH REVISION 
VALID NAX VITH REVISION 
VALID HIN UITH REVISION N

x 
n
F 
I
m
I 

HATER SURVEY OF CANADA 
FEB 17 1953 PAGE 9 
OTTAVA: ONT. END OF JOB STATISTICS 

VANCOUVER CALGARY HINNIPEG GUELPH LONGUEUIL DARTMOUTH REGINA VELLOHKNIFE TOTAL 
FLDH SIATInNS 0 0 0 110 0 0 0 113 
FLDH STATION-YEADS 0 0 0 377 0 0 0 O 377 
FLDH STAIIUh-YFAFS BEFORE 1900 0 0 0 98 0 0 0 0 9B 

(INCLUDED ABOVE! ~ 
RECORDS HRIYTE‘ ON TAPE 000153 

HATED GURVEV U‘ GANAOA 
FEB 17 1933 PAGF 1 
OTTAHA. UNI. SUHNARY OF REVISIONS SINCE JAN 01 1900 

REGION STATION N0 VEAR DATE REVISED 
5
5
5
5
5
5
5 
5 
5
5 
5 
5
5
5
5 
5 
E
5 
5 
5 
5
5 
.5 

5
5 
5 
5 
5
5
5 
5
5 
5 
5 
5
5 
5 
5 
5
5 
5 
5
5 

OPEFC05 1°55 JUN 23 1982 
075F008 1980 JUN 23 1952 
OZCFGPI 1956 JUN 23 1982 
OZCFGOI 1°67 MAR 26 1982 
02CBC“1 194! 5AR 26 1902 
OZCPOCI 1959 NAD 26 1982 
GZCBFOI 1950 HAR 26 1982 
OZCBCCI 1951 MA? 26 1992 
DZCECOI 1956 EAR 26 1982 
OZCNFOI 1057 IH" 26 1982 
OZCBCCI 1958 MAR 26 1982 
02CBOCI 1959 “A9 26 1932 
OZCROOI 1960 HA9 26 1902 
OZCBOOI 1961 PAR 26 1902 
OZCRDCI 1962 NA? 26 1982 
OZCBOFI 1961 “AP 26 1982 
02CBCO3 1990 JUN 23 1982 
CZCCCOA 1922 “AR 11 1901 
02CCOC£ 1923 AUG 27 1980 
DZCCOCA 1925 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCCOA 1926 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCODG 1927 AUG 27 1980 
02CC00‘ 1936 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCCOh 1937 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCGOL 1935 AUG 27 1950 
02CCOOA 1939 AUG 27 1980 
OPCCOOL 1940 AUG 27 1°30 
GZCCOC‘ 1°51 AUG 27 1930 
0200009 19‘? AUG 27 1950 
OZCCCCH 1°h3 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCODb 1°94 AUG 27 19P0 
OZCCOO‘ 19‘5 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCODR 1996 AUG 27 1900 
020C006 1967 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCOOh 19LB AUG 27 1980 
OZCCODG 19h9 AUG 27 1980 
OZCCOOA 1950 AUG 27 1980 
DZCC005 1°52 AUG 27 1960 
CZCCOO! 1953 AUG 27 1900 
OPCCODS 19hh AUG 27 1°30 
02CC005 1995 AUG 27 1900 
OZCCDCE 1995 AUG 27 1990 
OZCCCGF 1965 FAR 26 1982 

ITDHEB5 IIII END OF LIST I/Il 
0096.09.99. 1701535 IIII END OF LIST IIII -50-
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The following error messages are printed if required: 

(a) If no FLOH tape or LEVELS tape is available, then the "essage "N0 FLON 0R LEVELS TAPE FOUND“ 

is printed and job tenninates.
‘ 

(b) If no station-year range card was entered, then the nwssage “N0 STATION RANGE CARD‘ENTERED" is 

printed and job tenninates. .

‘ 

(c) If the first station—year range card read in is not requesting the sane type of output that is 
available frun the input file, then the nessage “WRONG FILE ENTERED NO DATA REQUESTED“ is 

printed and a new request card is read. This nessage would appear if a range card with 4 in 

colunm one which requests LEVELS data, was entered with a FLOH tape. 

(d) If it is detennined by the progran that the maximun and minimmn daily values are not valid for 
the year of station data, then the nessage “MAX. AND HIN. NOT VALID FOR STATION OlAAOOl" is 

printed. The program follows the sane action as the EXTREHES RETRIEVAL program using FLOW and 
HYDEX files which is described on page 6 of the annual "PUBLICATION PROCEDURES FOR THE 

HISTORICAL STREAHFLOH SUMMARY". 

(e) If the nonthly minimwn and nuximun value or synbols cannot be nanipulated properly, i.e. a 

decimal point in wrong place or invalid synbol field such as 9 (deleted synbol on correction 
tape only) or I (no data) the following nessages is printed: "FLOW OR LEVEL MONTHLY DATA 
WRONG FOR STATION 0lAA00l YEAR lXXX". This error occurs when processing nnnthly data and 

searching for the minimmn and maximmn. When this error is found, the job tenninates since it 

appears to be working with a correction tape or the nnnthly nnximun day or minimun day was 
chosen when there was no data available. 

(f) The nessage “CARD INCORRECT“ followed by the card inage is printed when the card fields are 

not filled properly, e.g. 4 OlAAOOl 9922999 6940 l950 04 T (in the example the year is not 

correct). 

6.4.2.3 Quality Control Checks 

To ensure that there was successful conpletion of the run the following checks should be made: 

(a) Each card entered should be printed on the first page of the job. 

(b) The end of job statistics should be checked for the total number of stations, station-years, 
years before l900 and records written on tape. 

(c) A list of revised stations should appear if revised stations are indicated in the 

period—of—record swnnary. 

(d) That the last line before the period—of—record sunnary is "NORMAL JOB TERMINATION“. 

6.5 Annual Discharge Hydrograph Program — RETFLO 

Annual hydrographs may be produced for any station—year(s) that appears on the naster or annual 
FLOW file in either netric or inperial units. The hydrographs are plotted on white paper by a Calconp 

lOSl plotter using a linear or 3—cycle semi—logarithnic hydrograph scale. The resulting ll by l7 inch 

plots do not contain the grid but may be used as an overlay onto a standard 067-2002 hydrograph fonn 

for logaritmnic plots or a standard 067—200l for linear plots, if it is desirable to detennine values 

fran the plot. Should the range of the data exceed 3 cycles on the logarithnic plot the lowest portion 

of the bottom cycle is made linear to handle discharges as low as zero m3/s. 
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Linear plots will give the same grid scale for all years requested on the "Station-Request" card. 
The grid scale is chosen by the user by keypunching the base value and increnents per inch on the 
"Station Request“ card. 

Logarithmic plots can be chosen with the sane grid scale for all years requested or the best grid 
possible for each individual year for all years requested. The grid scale is calculated by the 
conputer frun a predefined algorithm based on maximun and minimun values. 

This progran requires 140 000 octal words of central nannry. The timing varies greatly depending 
upon the number of station—years retrieved, their position on the FLOW tape(s) and which options you 
choose on the "Station—year“ request card. Thus the average time used on running the job is 2 seconds 
for every station-year written onto the "PLOTER" disk file. 

These "PLOTER" disk files are nonnally only retained for 24 hours after conpletion of the plotting 
so any requests for replotting should be made innediately. Each annual hydrograph takes about 2 

minutes to be plotted. 

6.5.1 Control Card Set-up 

K1234,CH140000.P2,T100,GE1. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW—ANNUAL HYDROGRAPHS 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
LABEL,TAPE20,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. 
ATTACH,CPLOT,ID=FLON,CY=1,HR=l,SN=AHD. See Note 1 

BEGIN,CCR,,CAL1051,PAPER=il,TYPE=2,PT=NIB, 
PROC=CPLOT,NAME=$nane/STOP—7$,XSIZE=l200,PRI=DAY. 
7/8/9 nutli-punch in col. l 

DATE JUN 30 T983 
AZONSC-dzol—BO Input "File Identification“ 
68019 04 05PCOl9—050A010 1969—1972 JAN 1 See Note 2 
68019 04 050E008-05RA001 1972—1973 JAN 1 150.00 50.00 
99999 See Note 3 
6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

Note 1: Because our object nndule is in our library, a procedure file had to be created with the 
following control statenents: 

.PROC,CPLOT. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH,A,FLON,ID=HETLIB,HR=T. 
LIBRARY(A,PLTLIB) 
ATTACH,TAPE7,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=T. 
FILE,TAPE7,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300,CH=YES. 
LDSET(PRESET=ZERO,FILES=TAPE7,LIB=CALCHPL/TEKDISK) 
RETFLO. 
REVERT. 
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Note 2: 

l

l
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r'!

I

i 

Note 3: 

Note 4: 

6.5.1 

The fonnat of the "Station—Year" request card(s) is as follows: 

Colunm(s) 

1-5
6 
7—8
9 
10-1) 
12 
13-19 
20 
21—27 
28 
29-32 
33 
34-37 
38 
39—41 

42 
43 

44 
45-51 
52—54 
55—61 
62—64 
65—69 

70 
7) 

72—80 

Description 

control card nmnber, e.g. "68019" 
blank 
Region, e.g. "04" for Winnipeg 
blank 
Province, e.g. “07" for Ontario (default is all provinces) 
blank 
station number “frun”, e.g. "OlAAOOl" 
blank 
station number "to", e.g. "9922999" 
blank 
year "frun", e.g. "l900" 
blank 
year "to", e.g. "I977" 
blank 
beginning nnnth for plot, e.g. "OCT" for a Hater-year plot (if blank, 
default is "JAN" for a calendar—year plot) 
blank 
code for scaling type: 

l — sane scale plots (default) 
2 — selective scale plots (scale selected 

for each year 
blank 
base value — right justified (see Note 4) 
blank 
incranent value - right justified (see Note 4) 
blank 
size factor — right justified (changes plot size in both the X and Y 
direction) 
blank 
code for numeric type of data on output: 

"I" for inperial units 
blank for netric units 

blank. 

This card is used to signal the end of the "Station-Year" request cards. Columns 1—5 nmst 
contain nines, if this card is not present the job will abort and the hydrographs may not 
be plotted. 

Both base and incrennnt value (non—zero) must be entered or left blank, otherwise an error 
is given. If a value is entered in both then a linear plot is produced and if left blank 

a logarithmic plot is produced. 

Quality Control Checks 

> To ensure that this progrmn has executed properly and reliable hydrographs have been drawn the 

follouing points should be noted: 

(a) Check the dayfile for fatal system messages such as a tine limit. 

(b) Check the listing frun the retrieval progran to be sure the correct stations and year ranges 
have been retrieved and that the nessage "NO DATA“ does not appear. 
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(c) 

(d) 

Look at the end of the listing for the plot statistics. The presence of this nnssage ensures 
that the plot has been stored on disk successfully. 

Scan the discharge hydrographs for pen drag or paper slippage. Also look in the upper right 
hand corner of each hydrograph for a plus sign, “+", which should fall directly over the 
corner of the grid. If there has been paper slippage in any direction this plus sign will not 
be plotted over the grid corner and this hydrograph can be replotted innediately without 
rerunning the job provided the "Plotter" file has not been scratched. The plotter block 
number to be replotted is the plot number for this station-year. This plot number is obtained 
fran the retrieval listing. 

6.6 Continuous Hydrographs Program - CONPLOTF 

This progrmn was written for the Regions as a visual check for keypunching errors. The progran 
plots continuous annual hydrographs for each station—year range given on the "Station Request" card. 

The regular and default size of each year plotted is ll x T? inches but this can be reduced down to 
ll x 1.7 inches (901 redution) if desired. 

The progran requires 140 000 octal words of central hennry. The timing varies greatly depending 
upon the nunber of station-years retrieved their position on the FLOW tape(s) and the nunber of 
station-years actually plotted. Thus nnst jobs plotting 30 station-years or less can be plotted in 200 
octal seconds (128 decimal seconds). 

6.6.l Control Card Set—up 

KlZ34,CHl40000,P2,T200,GET. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOH Continuous Hydrographs 
MOUNT,VSN,EHR107,SN=AHD. 
ATTACH,CPLOT,ID=FLOH,CY=5,HR=T,SN=AHD. See Note 3 
LABEL,TAPEl,R,L=HISTFLON,F=X,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. 
BEGIN,CCR,,CAL015T,PAPER=ll,TYPE=2,Pl=NIB,PROC=CPLOT, 
NAHE=$nane/STOP-7$,XSIZE=l200,PRI=DAY. 
7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

DATE JUNE 30 1983 standard "Date" card 
67109 05E6009 OSEGOll lB90—l977 08 .20 See Note l 

999 See Note 2 
6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

Note 1: "Station Request" card 

Column(s) Description 

1—5 "67109" 
6 blank 
7—13 beginning station to be plotted, e.g. “05EGOO9” 

14 blank 
l5—2l ending station to be plotted, e.g. "OSEGOTl" 
22 blank 
23—26 beginning station to be plotted, e.g. "1890“ 
27 blank 
28-3l ending year to be plotted, e.g. "l977" 
32 blank 
33—34 Region, e.g. "08" for Regina 
35 blank 
36—38 scale reduction factor, e.g. ".20" is 801 reduction or one fifth nonnal size 
39-80 blank 
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Note 2: "End of Plot“ card 

Colunn(s) Description 

1—3 "999" as the nane inplies this signals the end of the "Station Request' cards 
7—80 blank. 

6.6.2 Quality Control Checks 

There are several things that should be checked on the output listing: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Check the end of the listing for the statenent *END OF 308* and the plot statistics. These 
indicate that the plot has been stored on the disk successfully. 

Check each input station nunber to ensure that the correct station year was retrieved. 

At the end of each station an L is placed at the top right hand corner of the graph to fonn a 
plus, "+“, sign if the plot is exact. 

Should a particular section be below the level of accuracy required, the plot may be 
replotted, usually without charge, by quoting the-plot file nunber shown on the listing. 

Also with the program are the following error messages: 

"Date" Card Hissing If the word "DATE" does not appear in columns 1-4 on the first 
card read, the job will abort. 

Parity Error If 16 consecutive parity errors occur at the same point on the 
LEVELS tape, the job will stop innediately. 

Processed Beyond End of File If a station requested does not appear on the tape or the 

Note 3: 

station nuhber request cards are not in sequence, then the 
program will search until the end of file is encountered. 

Because the progran to be executed is in our own library, a procedure file had to be created 
with the following control statenents: 

.PROC,CPLOT. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH,A,FLOH,ID=HETLIB,HR=T. 
ATTACH,TAPE31,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=l. 
LIBRARY(A,PLTLIB) 
LDSET(PRESET=ZERO,LIB=CALCHPL/TEKDISK) 
CONPLOTF. 
REVERT. 

6.1 Canparison Hydrograph Program — HYPLOT 

This program was written for the Data Managenent Unit to provide a visual check when comparing the 
daily discharges at one station with those of other stations within the same drainage basin. The 

progran plots one to five semi—logarithmic annual hydrographs on a single graph in either netric or 
inperial units. These hydrographs may be frun single stations or may be the result of sunning two to 
five stations together.. Also, the discharges may be divided by their drainage area to produce plots in 

units of nfils per square kilanetre. The graphs are plotted in semi-logarithnic scale that can be 
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used as an overlay on a standard 067—2002 hydrograph fonn. The nonnal size of the graph is ll by T? 
inches per year but can be reduced up to 901 in length if requested. 

Requests for sunned hydrographs nonnally appear on the 067—2087". This gives the period—of—record 
to be considered, the stations involved, the sunning configuration and up to 60 characters of 
identification for each trace on the plot. Host of these requests originate within the section but 
sane cone in from the Regional Offices. 

The graphs can be drawn in one year sections or up to the total period. However, by default they 
are plotted in five—year sections for convenience in handling and minimun error in plotting. Each 
station or sunned station is plotted in ink with a unique colour for identification purposes. 

If the range of the data is greater than three logarithnic cycles then the lower portion of the 
bottun cycle is autanatically given a linear scale. When stations are sunned care should be taken 
because any station with partial data will not produce a sun on those days where data are missing. 

This progrmn requires 140 000 octal words of central nnmory. The timing varies greatly depending 
upon the nunber of station-years retrieved, their position on the FLOW tape(s) and the number of 
station-years actually plotted. Thus most jobs plotting 3O station-years or less can be conpleted in 
200 octal seconds (l28 decimal seconds). This is represented by T200 on the "Job" card. 

6.7.1 Control Card Set—up 

The first exanple produces individual hydrograph plots but makes use of the two options: a 
variable number of years and a second FLOW input tape. The second exanple produces sunnwd hydrograph 
plots but uses the default options of a 5—year block and only one FLOH input tape. 

a) Exanple l 

K2013,CHl4000O,P2,T300,GE2. See Note 1 

ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW—HYPLOT 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
ATTACH,CPLOT,IO=FLOH,CY=2,HR=T,SN=AHD. See Note 4 
LABEL,TAPET,R,L=HISTFLOH,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. See Note 2 
LABEL,TAPE2,R,L=HISTFLON,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERYYYY. See Note 3 
BEGIN,CCR,,CALTOST,PAPER=TT,TYPE=2,XSIZE=I200,PT=NIB, 
PROC=CPLOT,PRI=DAY,NAHE=$nann/STOP—l$. 
7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. l 

DATE JUN 30 1983 
1 1972—1978 7 See Note 5 
l 05EF00l 8 See Note 6 
7 See Note 7 

2 OSEDOOZ 3 
3 05EE004 3 
8 See Note 8 

1 NORTH SASKATCHEWAN RIVER NEAR DEER CREEK See Note 9 
2 ATIHOSIVE CREEK NEAR ELK POINT 

3 VERHILLION RIVER NEAR HAZELDINE 
999 See Note 10 
6/7/8/9 nulti-punch in col. 1 
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b) Exanple 2 

K2014,CHl40000,P2,T250,6El. r 

‘ 
‘ 

i 

I: '1 12“ it'.; 
3 I, 

' *fif~ 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLOW-HYPLOT 
HOUNT,VSN=EHRl07,SN=AHD. 

' 

v 
, 

a 

. 

. _ 

ATTACH,CPLOT,ID=FLON,CY=2,HR=1,SN=AHD. 'fl See Note 4 
, I 

. 

, 

1 '1; ‘/;_; 
LABEL,TAPElJR,L=HISTFL0H,F=S,X=SV,D=GE,N=EB,VSN=ERXXXX. See Note 2 

'”" 

BEGIN,CCR,,CALl05l,PAPER=ll,lYPE=2,XSIZE=l200,Pl=NIB, 
PROC=CPLOT,NAHE=$nane/STOP-7$.

i 
'999

I 

6/7/8/9 

Note 1: 

‘Note 2: 

Note 3: 

Note 4: 

Note_5: 

‘l/8/9 ‘ 
7 inutli-punch in col. 1 

DATE JUN 30 1983 
I 

, 

' 
' ‘

' 

1 l96l—1969 - - 

_ 

' 

‘See Note 5 
1 OSADOOZ 2 

' 
‘ "'See Note 6 

2 OSADOOS 3 " " ' 

3 04ADOl3 3 
4 OSADOZl 3. 
5 05A0021 3 

; 

-

V 

9 See Note a 
'

' 

5 HATERTON-BELLY DIVERSION See Note 1l_ 
. 3+4 U.I.D. PLUS HATERTON-BELLY DIVERSION ‘ 

2-3—4+5 HTN VIEW LESS U.I.D. LESS ST MARY DIV. PLUS HAitRTON DIV.I 
STAND OFF - 

nulti—punch in_col. l,‘ 

Ordinarily, GEl is sufficient but' with a second or third FLOW input. tape GEZ or GEE ,is 
required. 

'
' 

The first input FLOW tape is always TAPEl. ERXXXX is the visual serial nunber.- 

The second and third input tapes, if required. are always IAPEZ and TAPES. 

Because our load nndule is in our own library, a procedure file had to be created with the 
following control statements: 

'
' 

.PROC,CPLOT. . 
- 

, ,.' ',' 

SETNAME,AHD. r 

'

- 

ATTACH,A,FLow,Io=uEIL;B,HR=i. 
LIBRARY(A,PLTLIB) - ._ 

LDSET(PRESET=ZERO,LIB=CALCHPLITEKDISK) 
HYPLOT. 
REVERT. 

"Period" card 

Column(s) gescription 

l 

1 

code for type of record, e.g. "l" for discharges 
2 blank 

‘

. 

3—11 year range for which the plots are desired 
12 blank - 

l

' 

13~l4 number of years per section (right justified); if left blank a default of 5 
- 

' years is assuned 
‘ 

- 

‘ 

-

‘ 

l5 blank 
l6—18 scale reduction value (between 0.1 and l0.; default = 1,0 nonnal size — reduces 

the plot in the X direction only) 
" ‘" 

l9 - blank 
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Note 6: 

Note 7: 

Note 8: 

Note 9: 

20 code for nuneric type on output: 
"I" for inperial units 
blank for metric units 

2l-80 blank. 

"Station Number Request“ card 

Colunn(s) Description 

I identification sequence number frun l to 5 
2 blank 
3-9 station number requested 

l0 blank 
ll Region number 
12 blank 
l3—l8 drainage area in square kilonetres if units of m 3s per square kilometre are 

required; otherwise, blank 
l9-80 blank. 

These cards nust be in station number order and up to a naximun of 5 are allowed. This sane 
identification sequence nunber is also used on plot identification cards as nentioned in Notes 
9 and ll. 

"Tape Change“ card 

Colunn(s) Description 

l contains a 7 

2-80 blank. 

If the data are contained on 2 or 3 tapes, then one or two "Tape Change" cards are inserted 
within the "Station Number Request" cards at the point the second or third tape is to be read. 

"Plot Type" card 

Column(s) Qescription 

1 contains an 8 to indicate that individual plots are to follow, or a 9 to 
indicate that sunned plots are to follow 

2-80 blank. 

“Plot Identification" card: 

Column(s) Description 

l "+", "—“ or blank 
2 "l" or blank 
3 "+", "-" or blank 
4 "2“ or blank 
5 "+", "—“ or blank 
6 “3" or blank 
7 "+", “—“ or blank 
8 "4“ or blank 
9 "+", "-“ or blank 
10 "5“ or blank 
ll-lO identification for the particular plot 
ll—80 blank.



Note lo: 

6.6.l ou 

There 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

For Individual Plots: 

Columns l, 3, 5, 7 and 9 must all be blank and only one of the columns_fran 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10 
may be filled with the appropriate identification sequence number. These cards may be in any 
order but up to a maximwn of 5 cards are allowed. 

For Sunnnd Plots: 

Any conbination of the colwnns l—lO nay be filled to create a suhned plot. Plus signs (+) are 
assumed unless minus signs (—) are present denoting negative addition. These cards nay be in 

any order but up to a nuxinmm of 5 cards are allowed. 

"End of Plot“ card, 

Column(s) gescription 

l—3 “999" (as the nann inmlies, this_signals the end of the job) 
4—80 blank.

' 

ality Control Checks 

are several things that should be checked on the output listing: 

Check the end of the listing for the statenent *END OF 308* and the plot statistics. These 
indicate that the plot has been stored on disk successuflly. 

Check each input station number to ensure that the correct station—year was retrieved. 

Check below each station to detennine if there are any years with no data. This is especially 
important if sunnmd plots are requested as no plot is created for days on which one nenber of 
a sum has missing data. 

Note if an arithnwtic scale was required on the bottom cycle of a logarithmic plot. 

At the end of each section an L is placed at the top right hand corner of the graph to fonn a 

plus, "+", sign if the plot is exact. 

Should a particular section be below the level of accuracy required, the plot may be 

replotted, usually without charge, by quoting the plot number frun the plot statistics on the 
listing. 

Also within the progran are the following error nwssages: 

"Date" Card Missing — If the word "DATE" does not‘appear in columns 1 to 4 on the 

Parit 

Proce 

first card read, the job will abort. 

y Error — If l6 consecutive parity errors occur at the same point on the 
FLOW tape, the job will stop innediately. 

ssed Beyond End of File - If a station requested does not. appear on the tape or the 
station nunber request cards are not in sequence, then the program 
will search until the end of file is encountered. 
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7. TOTALS FILE 

At present the FLOW file, which contains daily discharges, consists of 8 tapes and data are added 
to it every year. Requests are often received for monthly and annual mean discharges which are 
conputed frun daily discharges. Depending on the request, this nay involve processing one or nmre 
tapes. 

Also, every five years "Historical Streamflow Sunnary“ publications by province are produced. 
These publications contain monthly and annual mean discharges and annual extranes. 

In order to facilitate the retrieval of nnnthly and annual neans it was decided to create a file of 
monthly totals. This file contains flow totals for every complete nnnth retrieved fran the FLOW file. 
The file nann is TOTALS and it contains unnthly totals for all of Canada on one reel of tape. 

7.l TOTALS File Specifications 

The TOTALS tape file consists of Tao-character records containing one year of data. The block size 
is l800 characters and thus the blocking factor is 10. The tape is 9-track and is written in EBCDIC at 
a density of 6250 bpi. This tape is in ascending sequential order by Region, station nunber and year. 

7.1.] Record Descriptions 

The letter "b" in all record descriptions represents a blank. All records except the "Padding" 
records (79—6l0) are numbered sequentially in positions 175—180 starting at l for the "Tape Header" 
record (79—605). The six record fonnats contained in this file are described below. 

7.l.l.l Tape Header Record (Fonnat 19—605) 

There is only one and it is always the first record on the tape. 

Position(s) Length Description 

l-l2 lZ “OOOHDOOOOObb” 
l3—16 4 “bbbl” 
17—24 8 blank 
25—32 8 "FILEbEHR" 
33—44 12 file nunber, e.g. "—HSC-920l-bl“ 
45—52 8 "bbSERIAL" 
53—54 2 blank 
55-58 4 always "9999" 
59-60 2 blank 
61-66 6 "TOTALS" 
67—68 2 blank 
69—79 ll date on which the tape was written, in the fonn: (first 3 letters of the 

nnnth) — (day) - (year), e.g. "JANb3lbl967" for January 31, l967 
80-l68 89 blank 
169-174 6 date on which tape was written, in the fonn: 

l69-l70 Year (last two digits) 
l7l—l72 Month (nuneric) 
173—174 Day 

l75-l80 6 record sequence nunber, “bbbbbl”. 
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7.1.1.2 Station Header Record (Fonnat 79-606) 

There is only one per station and it is always the first record for each station. 

Position(s)

1 

2—8 
9—11 

12 
13—19 
20—30 
31—100 
101-166 
167-168 

169—174 

175—180 

Length

1 

N—‘w‘l 

11 

66 

Description 

Region code: 
2 — Vancouver 6 — Longueuil 
3 — Calgary 7 - DarUnouth 
4 - Winnipeg 8 — Regina 
5 — Guelph 9 — Yellowknife 

station number 
"101" 
blank 
drainage area 
blank 
station nanw 
blank 
province code: 

01 - Yukon Territory 07 - Ontario 
02 — Northwest Territories 08 — Quebec 
03 — British Columbia 09 — New Brunswick 
04 - Alberta 10 — Nova Scotia 
05 — Saskatchewan ll - Prince Edward Island 
06 — Manitoba 12 — Newfoundland 

date on which this record was last updated, in the fonn: 
169-170 Year (last two digits) 
171-172 Honth (nuneric) 
173—174 Day 

record sequence number. 

7.1.1.3 Data Record (Fonnat 79-607) 

This tape fonnat is designed to store one year of nnnthly totals per record for each year in which 
there is at least one nnnth of complete data. 

year, e.g. “971" for 1971 
revision code: "R" if at least one nnnth within the year has been revised; 

twelve lZ—digit fields for the monthly totals, decimal indicators and revision 

date on which this record was last updated in the fonn: 
169-170 Year (last two digits) 
171—172 Month (numeric) 

Position(s) Length Description 

1 1 Region code 
2—8 7 station nunber 
9-11 3 

12 1 

otherwise blank 
13—156 144 

code 
157—166 10 blank 
167—168 2 province code 
169—174 6 
175—180 

173pl74 Day
6 record sequence nunber. 
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The nnnthly totals and codes in positions l3—l56 are as follows: 

character 1 blank. 

character 2—l0 nmnthly total in nfiys—days, right justified with leading zeros. The decimal 
point, if present, is stored as a character. 

character 11 decimal indicator as follows: 
l for no data, i.e. blank 
2 for a figure with no decimal 
3 for a figure with one decimal place 
4 for a figure with two decimal places 
5 for a figure with three decimal places 
If digits 3, 4 or 5 are used then the decimal point is acctually present in the 
fie1d. 

character 12 revision code: "R" if value has been revised since Jan 1, 1980; otherwise blank 

T.l.l.4 End—of—Data Record (Fonnat 79—608) 

There is only one and it follows the last "Data" record. 

Position(s) Length Description 

1—12 12 "999219999999" 
13—168 156 b1ank 
169—174 6 date on which the tape was written 
l75—l80 6 record sequence nunber. 

7.l.l.5 Tape Trailer Record (Fonnat 79-609) 

There is only one and it follows the “End—of—Date" record. 

Epsition(s) Length Description 

l-l2 l2 "000TR0000000" 
l3—168 156 blank 

l69—174 6 date on which the tape was written 
lTS-l80 6 record sequence number. 

7 l l.6 Padding Record (Fonnat 79—6l0) 

These records follow the "Tape Trailer“ record and are used if it is necessary to pad the last tape 
block to l800 characters (10 records). 

Position(s) Length Description 

1-12 12 “999lZ9999999” 
13—168 156 blank 
169-180 12 "999999999999". 
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7.2 File Maintenance Program — TOTFLO 

The TOTALS file is nuintained by using the HYDEX and FLOH files. The FLOH file is used to create 
the "Data" records, while the HYDEX file is used to create the “Station Header" records. The TOTALS 
and FLOW files are in Region and station number order whereas the HYDEX file is in station number 
order. Thus, the first step involved is to sort the HYDEX file into Region and station number order 
and the second step is a file creation progran called TOTFLO. This progran must be run once for each 
FLOW tape involved. 

7.2.] Description 

The input HYDEX tape or disk file is sorted on an 8—character field containing the Region and 
station number and written on an output tape or disk file which is ready for input into the progrmn, 
TOTFLO. The core required to sort the HYDEX file is approxinmtely 40 000 octal words of central nannry 
and the time is about 6 seconds.

‘ 

Generally the TOTALS file is created upon completion of the FLOH file updating, i.e. at least twice 
a year. The TOTFLO progrmn retrieves infonnation fran both the HYDEX file and FLOW file to create a 
new TOTALS file. Also, if a previous TOTALS file was created frqn a different FLOW tape, then nnnthly 
totals will be copied fran that file onto the new TOTALS file. Each successive run of the TOTFLO 
program will add to the TOTALS file until the one file contains all the totals. 

Only the totals for each nmnth having complete data are copied onto the TOTALS file. This is 

indicated by digits 5, 6, 7 or 8 in position ll of the FLOH file "Data" record. If there are no data 
for a given nnnth or it is inconplete as indicated by codes 1, 2, 3 or 4 in position ll of the "Data" 

record of the FLOW file, then the field for that month on the TOTALS file is filled with blanks and the 
decimal point indicator contains the digit 1. If none of the nnnths contain cunplete infonnation for a 
given year then the record is not written on the TOTALS file. 

The total for the nnnth is located in positions 273 to 284 of the FLOH file. The decimal point is 

in position 281. Before copying the total onto the TOTALS file positions 284, 283 and 282 are tested 
for zeros. If position 284 does not contain a zero, then positions 276 to 284 are copied onto the 

TOTALS file and the digit 5 is inserted as the decimal point indicator. If position 284 contains a 
zero but position 283 does not, then positions 275 to 283 are copied onto the TOTALS file and the digit 
4 is inserted as the decimal point indicator. If positions 283 and 284 contain zeros but position 282 
does not, then positions 275—282 are copied onto the TOTALS file and the digit 3 is inserted as the 

decimal point indicator. If positions 282, 283 and 284 contain zeros then positions 273-280 are copied 
onto the TOTALS file and the digit 2 is inserted as the decimal point indicator. The totals on the 

TOTALS file are right justified with leading zeros. 

Infonnative nnssages are printed within the progran: 

**** STATION CREATED 9999999 

This nessage is printed each time a station is created. 

**** ‘STATION UPDATED 9999999 

This nessage is printed each time a station is updated. 

In addition the following nessages are printed at the end of each update run: 

NUMBER OF RECORDS READ FROM OLD TOTALS XXXXX 
NUMBER OF STATIONS READ FROM OLD TOTALS XXXXX 
NUMBER OF STATIONS CREATED XXXXX 
NUMBER OF STATIONS WRITTEN ON NEH TOTALS XXXXX 
NUMBER OF RECORDS WRITTEN ON NEH TOTALS XXXXX 
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The core required to run the TOTFLO progran is approximately 60 000 octal words of central neunry 
and the time is about 3 seconds for every 1000 records. 

7.2.2 Control Card Set—up 

K7536,CH40000,P2,T200,GE3. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. FLow TOTALS 
HOUNT,VSN=EMR101,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH(HYDISK,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=l) HYDEX Disk File 
FILE(HYDISK,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300,F0=SO,CH=YES) 
FILE(TAPE33,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300,F0=SQ,CH=YES) 
SORTHRG. 
ATTACH,X,FLOH,ID=OBJECT,HR=l,PH=EHR. 
IGET,LGO=TOTFLO/X. 
LABEL(TAPE30,R,L=TOTALS,F=S,X=SV,VSN=ERNNNN,D=GE,N=EB) See Note l 

LABEL(TAPE31,N,L=TOTALS,F=S,X=SV,T=30,D=GE,N=EB) New TOTALS file 
LABEL(TAPE32,R,L=HISTFLOH,D=GE,N=EB,F=S,X=SV,VSN=ERXXXX) FLOW file 
LGO. 
7/8/9 nultl-punch in col. 1 

SORT 
FILE,INPUT=HYDISK(C),OUTPUT=TAPE33(R) 
FIELD,DIST(8,T,DISPLAY),STANO(T,7,DISPLAY) 
KEY,DIST(A,DISPLAY),STANO(A,DISPLAY) 
EOUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 
END 
7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. 1 

DATE JUN 30 1983 standard "Date card 
OLDHSC-QZOl—Ol See Note 1 

NENHSC-QZOl-Ol New TOTALS file 
HYDNSC-lZOl—Ol HYDEX File 
FLOHSC—2202—29 FLOW file 
6/7/8/9 nulti—punch in col. 1 

Note l: If there is no old TOTALS file, as in systan start—up, then only the identification code 
"OLD" is punched in columns l to 3 and the rest of the card is left blank. Also, the 
"Label" card for TAPE30 is unitted. 

7.2.3 Quality Control Checks 

The dayfile will contain a count of the total records sorted and total records output. These 
figures will be equal and be approximately 5700 if the SORT has run succesfully. Infonnative nnssages 
are created for each station which is created and a run log is produced at the end of the job. The run 
log which appears on the second last page should be checked. 

The listings should be checked for any of the following error messages: 

a) **** N0 DATE CARD. RUN STOPPED. 
**** ERROR IN DATE CARD. RUN STOPPED. 

The "Date" card is checked first for its presence and then for obvious errors. If any error 
condition occurs then an appropriate nessage is printed and the run is stopped. 
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b) **** LABEL CHECK UNSUCCESSFUL 
CARD LABEL IS 
TAPE LABEL IS 

The tape labels are canpared with card labels and if there is a mismatch then a nessage is printed 
showing the card label and the tape label. Any tape label error will cause the run to be stopped. 

c) **** OLD TOTALS SEQUENCE ERROR 9999999 

The sequence number on the old TOTALS file is checked and if an error occurs a nessage is printed 
along with the sequence nunber and the run is stopped. 

d) **** FLOH SEQUENCE ERROR 

The Region and station number on the FLOH file nust be in ascending order otherwise a nessage will 
be printed and the program will stop. 

e) **** TOTALS NOT ENDED HYDEX ENDED 

If the HYDEX file ends before the old TOTALS file is ended, then a nessage will be printed and old 
TOTALS will be copied onto new TOTALS. 

f) **** MISSING HYDEX 9999999 

If a station number is found on the FLOH file but no corresponding station number on the HYDEX file 
is found then none of the infonnation for that station is entered on the TOTALS file and a missing 
HYDEX message is printed opposite the station number. 

7.3 Retrieval Progrmn MEANS 

There are three versions of the MEANS retrieval progrmn; one which produces English printouts; 
another which produces French printouts; and one which put the nnnthly and annual nean discharges on 

either cards or tape. The progran reads the TOTALS and the HYDEX files to produce a printout of the 
nnnthly and annual "nan discharges for the year or the period—of-record in cubic netres per second. 

The nnnthly totals are extracted fran the TOTALS file and the station name and standard period is 

obtained frun the HYDEX file. The HYDEX file must first be sorted into Region and station number order 
before the MEANS retrieval program can be executed. 

7.3.1 Description 

The two versions which produce printouts, produce the nnnthly and annual neans printed on separate 
pages for each station retrieved. The top of each page contains the station name (uncentered), the 

station nunber and the standard data heading block containing the Division nane, Regional office 

location, date and page number. The twelve nnnthly nnans are printed across the page with the annual 

mean at the extrane right. Annual "mans are obtained only if the year or standard period is complete. 
Each decade is printed in a block of ten consecutive lines with a blank line signifying one or nnre 

years of missing data. The last line to be printed for each station contains the means of the nonthly 
and annual neans. For a detailed description of these versions of the progrmn along with its job 

set—up, the uses is referred to section 4.6 of the nanual “Publication Procedures for the Historial 

Streamflow Swnnary“. 

The version which produces cards or card innges on tape of the nonthly and annual wean discharges 

produces than in fonnat 79—l02. When these data are requested on nagnetic tape, the tapes are usually 

written in EBCDIC on 9—track at a density of l600 bpi. They do not contain tape labels.' The first 

record on tape is the first "Data" record (card inage). The last data record is followed by "Padding" 
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record(s) to fill up the block. Unless otherwise specified the data will be supplied as blocked card 
innges on tape with a blocking factor of 40. When data are requested on cards, they will be sent to 
the user as punched by the conputer, i.e. they are not interpreted or marked in any way unless 
requested. A maximun of 2000 cards can be provided; the sequence of the cards cannot be guaranteed. 

At the sane time as producing cards or card inuges on tape the progran produces a period—of—record 
sunnary for those stations retrieved. 

The layout for the nnnthly and annual means in fonnat 79—102 is as follows: 

Colunn(s) Description 

l code for type of units: 
0 — mean discharges in cubic metres per second 

2—8 station number, e.g. 08AA023 
9—ll year, e.g. "968“ for l968 
l2—l3 beginning nnnth for data in columns l5—50, i.e. either "01“ for January or “07" for 

July 
14 code for type of data: 

4 - nnnthly and annual figures 
15—50 six 6—character data fields (used for nnnthly figures only) 
51—80 refer to Note l and 2 

Note l: Description of Data Fields 

Each data field has six positions. The first five positions contain nnnthly dean discharges right 
justified with a decimal point if necessary; the sixth position nay contain the synbol R to indicate 
that at least one daily value in the nnnth has been revised, added or corrected since January 1, l980, 
or it contains a blank for no revision. A negative value is entered with a minus sign just to the left 
of the number, e.g. —12.3 or —0.00l. The successive fields are for consecutive nnnths. The value 
"—9999" is entered in positions l-S whenever a figure is missing in a field that would nonnally contain 
a figure and position 6 contains a blank. 

Note 2: Monthly and Annual Mean Figures 

Data for each year of file are punched on two cards. The first card contains six nnnthly neans in 

colunns 15-50, starting with January as indicated in columns l2—l3; columns 5l—76 are blank; colunns 
77—80 contain the beginning and ending nnnths for the year or standard period. The second card 
contains six nnnthly nnans in columns 15—50, starting with July as indicated in colunns lZ—l3; colunns 
51—74 are blank; colunns 75—79 contain the nnan for th year or standard period, right justified; colunn 
80 contains the synbol R or is blank. 

7.3.2 Control Card Set—up 

In the following card deck set—up the HYDEX file has been read frun the catalogued disk file and 
sorted onto a tenporary disk file which is in Region and station nunber order. 

K6812,CH70000,P2,T100,GE1. 
ACCOUNT,XXXXX. MEANS RETREIVAL 
HOUNT,VSN=EHR107,SN=AHD. 
SETNAHE,AHD. 
ATTACH(HYDISK,HYDEX,ID=DATA,HR=1) HYDEX Disk File 
FILE(HYDISK,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300,F0=SO,CM=YES) 
FILE(HYDEX,RT=F,BT=C,FL=300,F0=SQ,CH=YES) 
SORTHRG. 
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ATTACH,X,FLOH,ID=OBJECT,MR=l,PH=EMR. 
IGET,LGO=MEANS/X. 
LABEL(TOTALS,R,L=TOTALS,F=S,X=SV,VSN=ERNNNN,D=GE,N=EB) 
Lco. 
7/8/9 
SORT 
FILE,INPUT=HYDISK(C).0UTPUT=HYDEX(R) 
FIELD,DIST(l,l,DISPLAY),STANO(2,7,DISPLAY) 
KEY,DIST(A,DISPLAY),STANO(A,DISPLAY) 
EQUATE,DISPLAY( ,0) 
END 
7/8/9 
DATE JUN 30 l983 
wsc01 008 01AA0019922999 c 
6/7/8/9 

Note l: "Station Request" card 

Colunn(s) Description 

1—5 "HSCOl" 
6 blank 
7 D — retrieval by Region 
8-9 Region requested: 

02 Vancouver 
03 Calgary 
04 Hinnipeg 
05 Guelph 
06 Longueuil 
07 Dartnnuth 
08 Regina 
09 Yellowknife 

10 blank 
ll-l7 station “frun” 
18-24 station "to" 
25 blank 
26 type of output: 

"C" for output on cards 
"T" for output on tape 
"L" for period-of—record smnnary only 

27-80 blank 

7.3.3 Quality Control Checks 

The dayfile should be checked for fatal system messages. 
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7.3.4 Sample Output (MEANS program) 

HATER SURVEY OF CANADA 
FEB 17 1093 PAGE 1 
SUELPH: ONY- HDNTHLV AND ANNUAL HEAN DISCHARGES 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5111103 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
303353 0 1 2 3 9 5 0 1 3 350030 

01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 50139 01239 00031 

0235001 --500 00000 00000 cc--- 30 

0235002 --500 00000 00000 cc--- 00 

0235003 -3000 0005- ----- 10 

0235009 00--- 30 

0235005 ----- zc--- 39 

0235000 00--- 33 

0235001 -3--- 90 

0235003 zc--- 99 

0235009 -p--- 06 

0201001 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00--- 390 
53103 10 1900 0111 1v1111315 503 15135 .1300-0.1331-0.1302-011003-011309-0.1305-011300-0.1301-c.1303-0.1309-c 

11311-0.1312-0.1313-0.1019-0.1315-c.1e10-c.1311-0.1313-011319-011360-0 
.1332-0.1333-0.1339-c.1335-c.1330-0,1331-0.1333-c.1339-c;1390-c.1391-0 
11393-0.1399-0.1395-0.1390-0.1391-c.139e-0.1399-c 

0201002 -PCCC 00000 00--- 302 

0203001 -z333 3z--— ---- ---30 00000 00000 00000 00--- 912 

0203002 30000 00000 00000 005—- ----- ----- ----- 993 

0203003 10--- 952 

0200002 --------------- 30005 902 

0200003 ----— ----- ----- -—-3 p---— 900 

0200009 ---------- - --------- 30330 33333 33330 33333 33333 33333 z---- 523 

0200005 --133 33333 33333 00003 33333 30000 00000 0:000 00--- 008 

0200000 --300 2 010 

0200001 30000 00000 0000: 00000 00000 00000 cc--- 030 

0200003 -z333 30000 00000 00000 cc--- 122 

0200009 30000 00000 00000 00000 cc--- 100 

351 10 11315 
515s130 - 
P131111 5 
00331515 0 
5131111 3113 35v15103 2 
00391515 3113 35115103 3 

HATE" SUIVEY OF CANADA 
553 11 1933 5105 3 
011131. 031. 530 05 103 3111151105 

v1300uv53 0110131 31331350 005153 103005011 013130013 350131 15110333155 10111 
30. 05 s111103s 0 0 0 22 o o 0 0 22 
30. 05 503135 0 0 0 9929 0 0 0 0 9929 
00351515 5111103-15135 0 0 0 350 c 0 o 0 350 
1300351515 5111103-15135 o 0 0 21 0 0 o 0 21 
$111103-1513s 355035 1900 0 0 0 90 0 0 o 0 90 

113010050 1nnv5) 

001501 3500305 3311153 03 1135 100 

31153 503v51 05 013101 
553 11 1933 5105 1 
011131. 031. 5033131 05 35v1s103s $1305 113 01 1930 

350103 5111103 30. 1513 0115 35v1550 350103 5111103 30. 1513 0115 35v1$50 

5 0235005 1930 103 23 1932 5 0200005 1900 100 21 1930 
5 0235003 1930 103 23 1932 5 0200005 1901 100 21 1930 
5 0203001 1990 103 23 1932 5 0200005 1902 100 21 1930 
5 0203001 1991 313 20 1932 5 0200005 1903 100 21 1930 
5 0203001 1993 313 20 1902 5 0200005 1909 100 21 1930 
5 0203001 1999 313 20 1932 5 0200005 1905 100 21 1900 
5 0205001 1950 313 20 1932 5 0200003 1901 313 20 1982 
5 0203001 1951 313 20 1932 5 0200003 1902 313 20 1932 
5 0203003 1930 103 23 1932 5 0200003 1903 313 20 1932 
5 0200009 1922 313 11 1931 5 0200003 1909 313 20 1932 
5 0200009 1923 100 21 1930 5 0200003 1905 313 20 1932 
5 0200009 1925 100 21 1930 
5 0200009 1920 100 21 1930 
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8. VERIFICATION OF DATA 

The first step is to ensure that each computer progran used has run successfully by observing the 
Quality Control Checks as outlined in the previous sections. The provisional listing progrmn (DAYFLO) 
is used to get a "quick" check of the daily discharges which have been added to the EEO“ file. This 
progran can read the output tape (disk) frun both the EDIT and the UPDATE progrmns. If only the EDIT 
output tape (disk) is used, only the corrections themselves will be printed but if the UPDATE output 
tape (disk) is used, all the available data for the station-year which has changed will be printed. 

For the daily discharges (historical or annual) to receive final verification, the Historical or 
Publication listing is sent to the Regional Offices. Only monthly totals need to be checked for 
complete nnnths but each daily discharge nust be checked for inconplete nnnths. Each synbol nust of 
course be checked in both cases. On this sane listing, the valid extremes for inconplete years or 
standard periods must be checked. 

Once the annual data have been verified and the annual publications have been prOduced the data on 
the single annual FLOW tape are added to the 8 historical FLOW tapes. 

8.l Tape Smnnary Codes 

"TYPE" of File. 
1 Unused tape unit, i.e. no tape I/O card for this unit. 
2 = Input file not necessarily in sequence (“Tape Trailer“ record behind “End-of-Data" record), 

output frun the HOVE—and-DELETE program is an exanple. 
3 = Input file in sequence and unsorted ("Tape Trailer“ record behind "End—of-Data“ record). such 

as output from UPDATE progrmn. - 

4 = Input file in sorted sequence ("Tape Trailer" record behind "Tape Header“ record), such as 
sorted HOVE—and—DELETE tape file. 

5 = Output file not necessarily in sequence. 
6 = Output file in sequence. 
7 = Scratch file (output file to be released at the end of the job). 

"STATUS" of File. 
1 = The file has not yet been opened, or this is an unused tape unit. 
2 = The file has been opended but not closed. 
3 = The file has been closed. 
4 = An error has been detected on this file. 

"ERROR" Codes. 
l = Parity error while reading the file. 
2 = Pranature end—of-file uhile reading the file. 
3 = Count error, i.e. the number of records processed is not equal to the number of records on 

file. 
4 = Input record count does not match the record sequence nunbers. 
5 = Identification fields are not in sequence in a file that should be in sequence. 
6 = File is not "Type" 3 or 4 for input, or 6 for output. The file should be in sequence or 

should have been sorted.
_ 

l = File is not "Type" 2 for input or "Type" 5 for output. 
8 = wrong file, or reel nunber, or other fonnat error in "Tape Header" record. 
9 = Hrong record length or parity or unreadable “Tape Header" record. 
0 = The sane file has been opened more than once. 
1 = The sane file has been closed more than once. 

12 = The file has not been opended before being closed. 
= The file has not been closed. 

l4 = This tape unit is not available and further processing is requested. 
15 = For a multi—reel file, the identification fields are not in sequence from one reel to the next. 

l6 = Error in “Tape I/O Request" card. - 

ll = Error in "Data" record, i.e. year beyond current year. 
l8 = Region code on the "Data" record is blank or other than 2 to 8. 
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9. TAPE HISTORY 

A tape history sheet is kept for both the historical and the annual files, showing each generation 
of the files. As the fourth generation is verified, all tape reels pertaining to the first generation 
may be released. These reels are shown on the history sheet as being released. Reel numbers are * 

assigned autunatically by the conputer for all output tapes and this nunber is displayed only in the 
dayfile. File nunbers are canposed of four digits, a hyphen, then two digits, followed by the reel 

number. File numbers are assigned as follows: 

lst digit — code for Region: 
14nore than one Region 
2—Vancouver 6-Longueuil 
3—Calgary 7—Dartnnuth 
44Hinnipeg 8-Regina 
S—Guelph 9-Yellowknife 

2nd digit - program code: 
0-CARD—to-TAPE 
l-EOIT 
Z—FLOH master file 

3rd and 4th digits — indicates nunber of reels in this Region, e.g. 
01—for the first reel; 02—for the second reel, etc. 

The last two digits of the file nunber are either "Ol" (for CARD—to—TAPE files) or the last two 
digits of the year of the latest data on file minus 50, e.g. if the latest year on file is 1980, then 
the last two digits of the file nunber would be 30 (80—50). 
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